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ABSTRACT
The advantages of delivering injections via needle-free methods are numerous. However,
conventional methods for needle-free injection lack sufficient control over depth of
penetration and shape of injection. Thus, a needle-free injector was designed,
constructed, and tested, using a controllable linear Lorentz-force actuator. This actuator
allows rapid control of the injection pressure during injections. Using this device, precise
control over delivery parameters can be achieved. In addition, several portable power
systems for this injector were developed, allowing the energy-intensive needle-free
injector to be used in the field. The injector design was tested for repeatability and use
for both in-vitro and in-vivo testing on murine tissue using a bacterial collagenase.
Thesis Supervisor: Ian Hunter
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1. Introduction
Delivering injections by needle is a complex and labor-intensive process,
especially when multiple injections or multiple recipients are involved. Used needles are
a safety hazard, and the danger of cross-contamination or accidental infection is always
present. Of lesser concern, needles may present a psychological deterrent to many
recipients, such as young children. These problems stem from the fact that a needle is
sharp, and must be carefully inserted and withdrawn from the recipient to avoid undue
pain. A method of delivering injections without needles would alleviate these problems.
The concept of needle-free injections dates back to the middle of the last century.
Needle-free injection first appears in literature in a paper by R. Hingston and J. Hughes,
1947 [1]. In theory, a liquid pressurized to a sufficient degree and ejected through a
properly-sized orifice can penetrate skin to depths achievable by injection with needles.
Of primary importance, however, is proper control of the depth of the injection.
A needle delivers its contents to a predetermined depth. The needle breaches the skin,
and the injection is delivered to the depth of penetration of the needle. This is desirable
when the intent is to deliver to a specific depth (i.e. the muscle layer) in the recipient.
Depth control may be achieved by varying needle length. Many common injections are
designed to be injected into specific tissue layers of the human body [2]. Figure 1.1
illustrates this concept.
Ideally, a needle-free injector would produce an injection similar to that of a
needle. The NFI device would breach the skin to a predetermined depth and deliver the












Figure 1.2. Illustration of the desired result of an injection given by an NFI device.
Several devices exist on the market today for delivering needle-free injections.
Most are designed to inject insulin and are small, simple devices designed so that
injections can be self-administered. Injex [3] and Bioject [4] both produce insulin
injectors. These devices consist of an injection cylinder and a method of energy storage,
typically compressed gas or springs. The device is charged by the insertion of a gas
cylinder or winding of a spring, and the injection cylinder is loaded. The stored energy is
released by a trigger, pressurizing the injection cylinder with a constant pressure verses
time profile, and ejecting the drug until the injection cylinder has been emptied. Thus,
these devices are not adjustable, and may be prone to improper depth control.
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These NFI devices provide a single injection before the injection cylinder needs to
be refilled and the pressure source recharged. Throughput for these devices is as low as
for a conventional needle. This would be a major drawback for using needle-free devices
for mass immunizations or in situations where multiple injections must be given to a
single recipient.
For injections delivered by needle-free devices, the injection solution itself
breaches the skin, leading to an inevitable loss of some of the injection to the wrong
depth and possibly producing an undesirable injection. An injection delivered by a
needle-free device may produce a bolus just beneath the surface of the skin rather than a
bolus at the desired delivery depth, as shown by J. Baxter and S. Mitragotri, 2005 [5].
The operation and mechanics of these devices has been studied in several papers.
J. Schramm-Baxter and S. Mitragotri, 2004 [6], and A. Baker and J. Sanders, 1999 [7],
investigate the jet properties of commercial needle-free injectors. Schramm and
Mitragotri, 2005, studies the effect of needle-free injection on tissue. The injectors used
in the Baxter, 2004 study are all currently commercially-available devices.
It has been proposed in J. Baxter and S. Mitragotri, 2005 [5], that an injection
delivered with a needle-free device emanates from a spherical point source, at a depth
determined by the jet power of the device delivering the injection.
Schramm-Baxter's work focuses on commercial, constant pressure verses time
profile needle-free injector devices. Schramm-Baxter computes an average pressure and
correlates this value with injection depth. The left-hand panel of Figure 1.3 illustrates the
type of injection produced by commercial needle-free injectors.
It was hypothesized that injections such as those shown in the left-hand panel of
Figure 1.3 result from a lack of pressure control in the needle-free injector device. As all
commercial devices inject using a static pressure source, and produce a constant pressure
verses time injection profile, this type of injection is inevitable.
It was further hypothesized that a needle-free injector device providing dynamic
control over the injection pressure would have performance benefits over devices that
operate with static pressure verses time profiles. By varying the pressure verses time
profile during an injection, an injection closer to that of a needle, as well as delivery to
different depths, can be achieved, as illustrated in the right-hand panel of Figure 1.3.
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Furthermore, if the actuator for the injector were sufficiently controllable, the device





Figure 1.3. Illustration of the difference between injections delivered by commercial NFI
devices and the desired injection. The left-hand panel is an illustration of the injections
characterized by Schramm-Baxter, while the right-hand panel is an illustration of the
target injection of the injector presented in this thesis.
This thesis describes the design, construction, and testing of the needle-free drug
delivery device, power control circuitry, and control software used to test this hypothesis.
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2. Background
Typical needle-free drug delivery devices consist of four major primary
components: a pressure source, a piston, a cylinder, and an orifice. The devices currently
on the market utilize all of these components, but vary in the type of pressure source, size
of cylinder and piston, orifice diameter, and interconnection of these components.
Additionally, they utilize different methods for reloading the cylinder, recharging the
pressure source, and triggering the injection. None offer a manner of gauging failure or
success after the injection.
Figure 2.1. Phtograph of the components of the Injex needle-free insulin injector. They
consist of an injection cylinder and piston (lower front), a pressure source (middle) and a
recharging device (back).
Shown in Figure 2.1 is the Injex [3] needle-free insulin injector. It consists of a
disposable cylinder / piston / orifice assembly and a spring-loaded trigger-actuated
pressure source. In this case, the spring is recharged with a lever system, while in other
devices a spring is wound, or a gas cartridge replaced.
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Operation of a needle-free injector is relatively simple. When fired, the pressure
source applies a force to the piston. The piston provides an adequate seal against the
walls of the injection cylinder and transmits this force to the drug in the injection
cylinder. As most drugs (aqueous solutions) are essentially incompressible, the pressure
of the drug rises. The drug is forced through the orifice and ejected at a speed related
(but not strictly proportional, due to turbulence, etc.) to the force on the piston and the
diameter and shape of the orifice. If the speed of the ejected drug is sufficient and the
nozzle is of the proper diameter, it will breach the skin of the recipient and penetrate to a
depth related (but again not proportional) to the speed of the drug and the mechanics of
the skin. These relations are poorly understood, although the device presented in this
thesis is currently being used to study the relationships.
The primary problem with needle-free drug injections is a lack of control over the
depth characteristics of the injection. Ideally, the injector would be capable of producing
an injection similar to that of a conventional needle, and delivering to a variable depth.
However, work by J. Baxter and S. Mitragotri, 2004 [5], indicates that this is not the case
with current needle-free injector designs.
Commercial injectors fire with a constant pressure verses time profile. Work
done by Schramm-Baxter, 2004, indicates this. A pressure verses time profile of a
commercial device, from J. Schramm and S. Mitragotri, 2002 [8], appears in Figure 2.2.
It is hypothesized that controlling the pressure verses time profile of the injector is the
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Figure 2.2. Graph of pressure verses time profile of a commercial needle-free injector,
from Schramm-Baxter, 2004. The injector operates at a constant pressure.
By controlling the pressure verses time profile of the ejected drug, by breaching
the skin with a higher pressure and delivering the drug with a lower pressure, it is
hypothesized we can achieve a good approximation of a needle delivery.
The key to generating a variable-pressure injection is generating a variable force
to drive the piston. Conventional needle-free injectors, powered by springs or
compressed gas, have no such control. Electrical control is by far the easiest way to
control systems in real time, so the ideal device for driving a variable-pressure needle-
free injector would be a device whose output force is proportional to an electrical current.
A linear Lorentz-force (voice-coil) motor is this type of device. It is an
electromagnetic actuator, commonly utilized today in audio speakers. There are two
primary types: moving-magnet and moving-coil, with the latter being far more common
(speakers use this design). In this injector, a moving-coil design was chosen due to
availability, although the moving-coil design offers other advantages to be discussed
later. The voice-coils used in this design are BEI Kimco Magnetics model LA25-42-
OOOA [9].
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In this particular type of motor, a pair of opposing coils wound on the same
bobbin slide over a shaft comprised of two sets of opposing permanent magnets. Two
magnetic circuits are formed, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The field from the upper set of
three magnets is squeezed by the opposing field from the lower set of magnets, crosses
the air gap to the motor housing and crosses the second on the way back to the opposite
pole of the upper set of magnets. Likewise, the lower set of magnets produces a field that
crosses the middle air gap, but can flow through the housing on the return pathway.






Figure 2.3. Illustration of the magnetic field structure within a BEI Kimco Magnetics
LA25-42-OOOA linear Lorentz-force motor.
The windings of the moving coil are located such that they are intersected by the
two air gaps. A current applied to the windings causes a force to be generated between
the coil bobbin and the housing, causing the bobbin to move. Figure 2.4 is a cutaway
photograph of a LA25-42-OOOA motor.
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Figure 2.4. Photograph of a BEI Kimco Magnetics LA25-42-OOOA motor with a section
of the outer housing removed. A bobbin wound with coils of magnet wire slides over a
central core ofpermanent magnets.
In a linear voice-coil motor, the force produced is directly proportional to the
current through the motor's coils. Thus, given a sufficiently controllable power supply,
the force verses time profile of the motor and therefore the pressure verses time profile of
the ejected drug can be tailored to produce the best possible injection for a given skin
type and injection liquid.
Furthermore, an electrically controllable injector can be further enhanced by the
addition of a position sensor to monitor the location of the piston inside the injection
cylinder and a pressure sensor to monitor the pressure inside the injection cylinder in real
time. These sensors, combined with data from the voice-coil motor drive parameters, can
be used to gauge effectiveness of each injection. With a fast enough processing system,
these sensors could be used to monitor and correct any errors in real time to produce a
proper injection every time once the skin parameters are known.
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3. Design Parameters
The design parameters for the injector were based on the guidelines of a
pharmaceutical company, Norwood Abbey, Inc., of Victoria, Australia [10]. They
wished to develop the Lorentz-force actuated NFI idea into a marketable product,
targeted at the animal husbandry market but leaving the possibility of later expanding to
the human market open. Based on these guidelines, an NFI was developed to:
1) be a handheld device
2) operate on battery power
3) be automatically reloading
4) be a controllable device, whose injection parameters can be quickly modified
5) deliver >= 100 uL per shot at up to 60 MPa
6) run for -500 cycles without recharging / refilling
As the following sections of the paper will cover in detail, the injector was
designed and constructed and tested at the Bioinstrumentation Lab, at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
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4. Proof of Concept Device
Before designing and building a handheld needle-free injector (NFI), a proof of
concept device was constructed to prove that proper ejection velocities can be achieved
components of reasonable size and power.
The primary limiting factors for the system are the amount of force available from
the voice-coil motor and the length of the coil's travel. The motor used in every iteration
of the injector device is a BEI Kimco Magnetics LA25-42-OOOA. This model was chosen
because it is the largest that would conveniently fit in a handheld device. The datasheet
for this motor is provided in Appendix A.
The LA25-42-000A is rated for 21.3 N/A, with a (10 second) continuous force
rating of 266 N at approximately 13 A. However, the injections are very fast and the
motor is heavily constructed, and it was verified that the voice-coil could be run to
>300% of rated power, or forces of approximately 1000 N, without causing permanent
damage. Its rated throw is 25.4 mm.
Ideally, the pressure in the injection cylinder is equal to the force on the piston
divided by the surface area of the piston. The target pressure for the system was 60 MPa.
Under the assumption that staying within the ratings of the voice-coil is good design
practice, a maximum piston diameter can be calculated as follows:
Pressure = Force / Area
266 N
Area = ------------------- = 7.5 x 10-6 m 2
40 x 106 N/m 2
The piston diameter is therefore 3 mm. The target injection volume was 100 pL.
A 3 mm diameter piston with a 24.5 mm travel sweeps 179 pL, so this piston size is
adequate.
The DC resistance of the voice-coil is 2.4 Q. At 266 N, the coil draws 13 A.
Driving 13 A through a 2.4 0 coil in steady-state requires -30 V. A 30 V, 13 A power
supply must be capable of producing 400 W.
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Proof-of-concept Device Construction
A proof-of-concept device was constructed and tested. A framework built of mk
Automation Structural Aluminum Extrusions [11] was built to hold the voice-coil,
vertically, facing downward. A test injection cylinder was built out of stainless steel and
mounted beneath the coil. A 3 mm diameter hardened stainless steel piston fit in the bore
of the test cylinder. A photographs of the proof-of-concept device's components appear
in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
Figure 4.1. Photograph of a proof-of-concept device nozzle. A bolt hole pattern holds




Figure 4.2. Photograph of a proof-of-concept device cylinder,
pattern for nozzle attachment has been drilled into the front face.
hardened stainless steel shaft, can be seen protruding from the rear
before the bolt hole
The piston, a 3 mm
of the cylinder.
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Figure 4.3. The test stand, used to hold the voice-coil and proof-of-concept cylinder, is
mounted to an optical table. The framework is constructed of structural aluminum stock
from mk Automation. The mounting for the cylinder has been removed in this
photograph.
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The ejection velocity proof-of-concept device was tested using a Vision Research
Phantom v9 high-speed video camera [12].
Wavefront propagation was > 26 m/s, with noticeable leakage from the back end
of the piston. This was deemed adequate for further experimentation, especially if the
leakage could be stopped.
One of the primary problems encountered with the proof-of-concept device was
the fact that the voice-coil motor is constructed of two independent components, with no
means of constraint between them. Although the voice-coil motor housing was rigidly
constrained within the mounting, the coil, and thus the piston, had a few degrees of
movement. The magnetic forces inside the motor tended to pull the coil a few
millimeters off center, thus causing the piston to enter the cylinder at a slight angle. Over




A second needle-free injector device was constructed, designed as a platform to
further test the concept as well as test a number of different sensors that would be
incorporated into the final design iteration.
Figure 5.1. Photograph of the basic components of Macrobench: precision rods and
precision plates containing setscrews to align optics.
Figure 5.2. Photograph of a DC Fastar DCFS3/4-M LVDTposition sensor. The sensor
consists of a sensor body and a tuned aluminum slug, shown here protruding from the
right end of the device. The slug changes the inductance of the sensor, and its position
within the sensor body can be accurately determined.
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This device was also arranged vertically, and the components were held in place
by Macrobench [13] components. Macrobench, produced by Linos Photonics, Ltd., is a
set of pre-manufactured precision-machined components that are typically used in optics,
but can combined with custom components to fit numerous other applications. The basic
components of a Macrobench setup are shown in Figure 5.1.
I
Figure 5.3. Photograph of a Futek 250-lb load cell.
Figure 5.4. Photograph of a Kistler piezoelectric pressure transducer.
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This prototype device had several notable improvements over the proof-of-
concept device. Although fluid ejection velocity could be studied using high-speed video
camera techniques, it was imperative that measurements of cylinder pressure, piston
force, and piston position be made.
The coil inside the voice-coil motor was constrained by a main shaft and bearings.
The position of the main shaft was measured by a DC Fastar [14] DCFS3/4-M LVDT
position sensor, shown in Figure 5.2. The main shaft was coupled to the piston by a
Futek [15] 250-lb load cell, shown in Figure 5.3. The cylinder itself was constructed this
time out of a tellurium-copper alloy, which is far easier to machine. It was thought that a
free-machining alloy would help with the smoothness and straightness of the cylinder
bore, although ultimately, the copper alloy was deemed to reactive with most aqueous
fluids, including drugs, to be used. The cylinder also contained a piezoelectric pressure
transducer, a Kistler [16] model 211B1. The sender is shown in Figure 5.4. These
improvements will be discussed in greater detail below. An overall diagram of the













Figure 5.5. Photograph of the completed Prototype needle-free injector, with all of the
major components labeled.
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The Framework / Motor Structure
In this version of the device, a 6.35 mm diameter nonmagnetic stainless-steel
shaft was run through the length of the voice-coil motor, and constrained on either end by
a linear ball-bearing, a 6.35 mm Thomson Super Ball Bushing [17]. Three aluminum
plates were machined to hold the bearings and voice-coil motor into the Macrobench
framework via wire-EDM [18] by Tim Fofonoff. In this setup, the coil of the motor was
rigidly constrained to the center of the voice-coil motor housing and allowed only vertical
movement.
The tuned aluminum slug from the DC Fastar sensor was attached to the upper
end of the main shaft and positioned within the housing of the sensor body. The sensor
housing, approximately the same diameter as the Macrobench framework rods, was
attached to the Macrobench framework via Macrobench components.
Figure 5.6. Photograph of the coupling connecting the force sensor to the piston. The
piston fits in the groove shown in the lower block and is clamped with the upper block.
The back end of the coupling is threaded for the Futek sensor.
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At the lower end of the main shaft, a coupling, consisting of a threaded aluminum
block and a 6.35 mm diameter clamp connected the main shaft to the Futek load cell. A
similar coupling, but with a 3 mm diameter clamp, attached the opposite end of the Futek
load cell to the piston.
Figure 5.7. Photograph of the main shaft coupling.
The main shaft was attached to the coil with a main shaft coupling. The main
shaft coupling bolts to the front face of the coil on the voice-coil motor. A compression-
type clamp holds the piston securely. The main shaft coupling is shown in Figure 5.7.
The Piston / Cylinder Assembly
The injection cylinder was constructed from a machined length of 32 mm outer
diameter tellurium-copper alloy. The injection cylinder was 35 mm in length. A central
bore, reamed to a 3 mm diameter, ran the length of the cylinder. The front face of the
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injection cylinder was bored with a hexagonal bolt pattern at a 23 mm diameter, drilled to
15 mm depth and tapped for M5 screws. A cross-section of the CAD design of the
cylinder can be seen in Figure 5.6.
Pressure Sender Bore Bleed Port
Check Valve Bore Refill Port
Figure 5.8. CAD cross-section of the Prototype injector injection cylinder, with all of the
major components labeled.
Two auxiliary bores were drilled into the face of the cylinder, diametrically
opposite to each other and 7.5 mm off-axis. These bores were the check valve bore and
the pressure sender bore. (Refer to Figure 5-8.) The completed cylinder is shown,
installed, in Figure 5.9.
The pressure sensor bore was drilled, reamed, and tapped for M7 x 0.75 (M7 fine
thread) to accept the Kistler pressure. This bore was connected to the central bore at the
front face of the injection cylinder by a 1 mm deep by 3 mm wide milled channel. At a
20 mm depth from the face of the injection cylinder, a small channel was drilled into the
side of the pressure transducer bore and tapped with an M2 bolt, forming the bleed port.
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This tap was designed
operation.
in
to bleed air from the pressure transducer bore before injector
Figure 5.9. Photograph of the completed Prototype cylinder installed in the
Macrobench framework. The refill port and piston are visible, the pressure sender is
behind the piston. The bleed port is on the opposite side of the cylinder. The acrylic
retaining ring is shown in this photograph.
The check valve bore is 4 mm in diameter and extended 10 mm from the face of
the cylinder. A 2 mm hole, located coaxially with the check valve bore, extended from
the base of the check valve bore, bringing the total hole depth to 20 mm. Finally, a 4 mm
hole was drilled into the side of the cylinder to intersect the bottom of this bore as well.
A hose barb was tapped into this hole, forming the refill port.
A 3 mm diameter stainless steel ball bearing, followed by a steel spring, were
inserted into the check valve hole, forming a complete check valve. Fluid was allowed to
enter via the hose barb, but the ball would prevent high-pressure injections from leaking
back through the refill port. Figure 5.10 shows the front face of this injection cylinder,
and Figure 5.11 shows a side view of the completed cylinder with the nozzle attached.
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Figure 5.10 Photograph of the front of the completed Prototype cylinder, with the nozzle
removed. The pressure sender and check valve bores are visible, connected to the central
bore by a milled channel.
A ring of 10 mm thick acrylic, visible in Figure 5.9, tapped on two narrow faces
for M5 bolts and drilled on the large faces for four M3 bolts and the outer diameter of the
injection cylinder, was used to constrain the injection cylinder to the face of the
Macrobench plate that supported it.
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Figure 5.11. Photograph of the side of the completed Prototype cylinder, with nozzle
installed. The refill port extends from the top, the bleed port on the bottom. The pressure
sender is visible extending from the rear of the cylinder.
Figure 5.12. Photograph of the nozzle, extending through a Macrobench plate, as seen
from below.
A nozzle, cut from the same tellurium-copper stock as the injection cylinder, was
machined to bolt to the mounting pattern of the injection cylinder. The nozzle was
machined to extend through the face of the Macrobench plate to which it was attached.
The nozzle, mounted, is shown in Figure 5-12.
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The Autoloader
Eventually, a prototype autoloader was incorporated into the Prototype device.
The autoloader, a set of pneumatic components mounted to a sheet of acrylic, was
designed to remove the process of manual loading from the injection sequence.
The autoloader consists of a high-pressure regulated argon tank, two electrically
controllable solenoid valves, a pair of transistors to drive them via logic signals from the
computer control system, and an inexpensive, replaceable 50 mL capacity medical vial.
The plastic cap of the vial was bolted to a sheet of acrylic with a gasket. Two holes in the
acrylic mount, one for a dip tube, and one for pressurizing the dead volume above the
fluid in the vial, were drilled and tapped into the acrylic and through the vial cap. The
autoloader functional diagram is shown in Figure 5.13, and a photograph of the device is
shown in Figure 5.14.
Posiion
Sensor
software Laptop DAQ-Pad Voice-coil Piston/




Figure 5.13. Block diagram of the Prototype Autoloader. Much of the existing Injector
Control hardware was used in autoloading. The Injector Control Hardware is discussed
in a further chapter.
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Figure 5.14. Photograph of the Prototype Autoloader. Two solenoid valves, a drug vial,
and a small electronics board are mounted to a sheet of acrylic.
Injector operation
This injector was controlled primarily under manual control. The software
interface, discussed later in this paper, was used to fire the device and hold the piston in a
retracted position when idle.
The injector was loaded via syringe when not using the autoloader. A standard
disposable plastic syringe was attached to the hose barb on the refill port via a length of
rubber hose and plastic zip ties.
The injector's piston was lowered by hand until it reached the end of the cylinder.
The bleed port was opened, and pressure applied to the syringe. Air trapped in the device
was forced out of the bleed port. When all the air had been evicted, (visible when
bubbles ceased to escape), the bleed port was closed. Then, the piston was slowly raised
by hand, while applying pressure to the syringe. A fine stream of fluid would be ejected
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from the nozzle, indicating that the cylinder was under positive pressure and therefore no
air was being been drawn into the cylinder.
When the piston had fully retracted, the bias current through the coil would keep
the piston in place.
The injector was fired with software control. The software used to control the
injector devices will be discussed in later chapters.
Ultimately, with the autoloader retrofit, the autoloading sequence was used to
refill the device for every trial. The third and final design iteration of the NFI device was
begun shortly after the autoloader was proven functional.
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Design Verification
This injector was tested using two methods. Wavefront propagation of the ejected
fluid was measured using the Vision Research Phantom v9.0 high-speed video camera.
Additionally, the injector was used to inject water into blocks of acrylamide gel.
It was thought, as proposed in J. Baxter and S. Mitragotri, 2004 [5], that the proper
concentration of acrylamide would approximate the impedance of living tissue, and
therefore give a good estimate of how the injector might perform in tissue. Figure 5.15
shows a block of acrylamide gel, post injection.
Figure 5.15. Acrylamide gel, after injection with water. A long injection channel
followed by a small bolus is produced with the proper waveforms. Ultimately, it was
decided acrylamide gels do not adequately model tissue, and other methods of testing the
device were devised.
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6. Needle Free Injector (NFI) Device
The final iteration of the injector device is comprised of many components, many
similar to the components used in the prototype device. It can be broken down into the
same three major blocks; the housing / motor structure, the injection cylinder, and the
autoloader. It was designed and constructed using the lessons learned in the two previous
iterations of the device.
This is the iteration of the device is designed to be a portable, handheld device
that can be tested in the real world.
Of primary importance was shaft alignment. Even though the main shaft of the
prototype device was guided by ball bearings, the piston could still bind in the cylinder
due to a number of reasons. First, ensuring the cylinder was aligned coaxially with the
voice coil was difficult, and done primarily by eye and feel. As two bearings were
needed to constrain the main shaft and coil, the addition of the cylinder made the system
overconstrained. In addition, once aligned, the cylinder could subsequently be knocked
out of alignment by successive injections. Secondly, the force sensor and couplers,
placed between the main shaft and piston, was capable of flexing. For this version of the
device, the force sensor was eliminated altogether. The device was designed to be as
cylindrical as possible, so all of the components could be machined using a lathe and
collets, helping to ensure that all the components would fit together coaxially. Finally,
with the understanding that it is nearly impossible to coaxially align three components
(the two main shaft bearings, and the injection cylinder), a coupling device was built so
that the injector could tolerate a small amount of axial misalignment.



















The tellurium-copper alloy used in the previous prototype, although easy to
machine, tended to corrode. Therefore, stainless steel was used in all components that
came in contact with aqueous fluids in this device.
Figure 6.2. Photograph of the Housing / Motor Structure of the NFI device.
The Housing / Motor Structure
The Housing / Motor structure, designed in collaboration with Dr. Bryan Crane
and Dawn Wendell, provides a support onto which the rest of the NFI device is attached.
It is built around the linear motor, and provides a constrained, linearly-actuated main
shaft to which the piston and cylinder assembly is connected. This structure could accept
and actuate many different types of piston and cylinder assemblies. (See Figure 6.2.)
The Housing was constructed of a Type 6061 aluminum cylinder with an outer
diameter of 88.9 mm and a wall thickness of 8.75 mm. Two slots bored on diametrically
opposite sides of the housing allow access to the moving components inside. The slots
measure 30 mm x 77.5 mm and are centered within the 108 mm length of the housing. A
Hard Stop, a ring designed to constrain the motion of the linear motor, is constructed of
aluminum with an outer diameter of 71 mm and sits inside the Housing.
The voice-coil motor is the same commercial linear Lorentz-force motor,
manufactured by BEI Kimco Magnetics, used in previous versions of the injector device,
model LA25-42-OOOA. It is rated for 266N linear force at approximately 13A drive
current.
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The Lorentz-force motor is cylindrical, 63.5 mm in diameter and its length is
82.55 mm, constructed of stainless steel. A flange 69.85 mm in diameter runs around the
forward end of the motor housing, located 12.7 mm from the front edge. This flange
provides the location for mounting for the motor in the injector housing. The motor is
press-fit into an aluminum retaining ring, cut from the same stock as the housing. The
retaining ring bolts against the rear end of the housing, holding the motor securely and
concentrically within the cylindrical housing.
Figure 6.3. The DC Fastar inductive position sensor and position sensor holder. The
window allows adjustment of the sensor after the device is assembled.
A machined Type 6061 aluminum position sensor holder is attached to the bolt
pattern on the back end of the motor. The holder mounts the inductive position sensor
used previously, the DC Fastar model DCFS3/4-M. The center of the holder is hollow,
machined to securely accept the sensor body, which is locked in place with a pair of
setscrews through the side of the holder. The sensor itself is hollow, and the main shaft
of the injector runs through the sensor. Figure 6.3 shows the position sensor holder with
the position sensor mounted inside.
As with the prototype device, the coil structure is constrained by a 6.35 mm
diameter nonmagnetic stainless steel main shaft running the length of the motor and
protruding from the front edge of the coil structure by 35 mm. In this version, however,
the linear ball bearings have been inserted into the 12.7 mm diameter race inside the
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motor housing. The rear end of the shaft is threaded, and the tuned aluminum slug of the
DC Fastar inductive position sensor is attached to the main shaft.
The main shaft has a groove machined for an e-clip located 35mm from the front
end of the shaft. The e-clip prevents the shaft from sliding into the motor coil. An
aluminum ring, the main shaft coupler, sits on the opposite side of the e-clip and bolts
into the motor coil, preventing the shaft from moving relative to the motor coil in either
direction. See Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4. The main shaft is constrained by an e-clip sandwiched between the motor
coil and the main shaft coupler.
An axial-misalignment coupling, designed by Dr. Bryan Crane, is attached to the
front end of the shaft. This coupling is designed such that the linear force is transmitted
between the device's main shaft and the piston (part of the piston and cylinder assembly),
but off-axis forces do not cause binding. Thus, the piston and cylinder assembly can be
slightly off-axis without affecting performance appreciably. Figure 6.5 shows the axial
misalignment coupler, with the top cover removed and the piston installed.
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Figure 6.5. The misalignment coupler connects to the main shaft on the left and the
piston on the right. An O-ring internal to the coupler allows the piston to shift with
respect to the main shaft while still transmitting the linear force.
Attached to the rear of the position sensor mount is a handle bracket and handle.
A second handle threads into the side of the housing, providing two handed support for
the user of the device.
The Piston / Cylinder Assembly
Perhaps the most critical piece of the device, the injection cylinder is designed to
withstand the pressure of needle-free injection, while providing for a number of other
internal passageways that allow for bleeding, autoloading, and pressure sensing. The
design of the injection cylinder in the final iteration of the device is nearly identical to the
design of the prototype, but with the addition of an O-ring suggested by Dr. Bryan Crane
to seal the nozzle to the cylinder body.
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The cylinder itself is machined out of a single block of Type 303 stainless steel.
The cylinder is 40 mm in diameter and 30 mm in length. This design includes two
auxiliary bores, diametrically opposite to each other. The lower bore is used for refilling
and pressure sensing, while the upper bore is used for bleeding. This is analogous to the
prototype design in which one bore was used for pressure sensing and bleeding and the
other was used for refilling. (See Figure 6.6.)
Figure 6.6. The front face of the cylinder. The upper auxiliary bore and lower auxiliary
bore are located above and below the main bore, in the center of the cylinder.
The main bore of the cylinder runs the length of the cylinder and is drilled and
reamed to 3 mm diameter. The piston of the device runs through this bore.
The upper auxiliary bore is the bleed passageway. It is located 6 mm off the
central axis of the cylinder, and is 2 mm in diameter and extends 20 mm from the face of
the cylinder. A second bore, centered 17 mm from the front face of the cylinder, is
drilled into the side of the cylinder such that it intersects the upper auxiliary bore. It is
tapped for M3 and plugged with a setscrew.
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The lower auxiliary bore is significantly more complicated. It is located 6 mm off
the central axis of the cylinder and diametrically opposed to the upper auxiliary bore.
The lower auxiliary bore extends 20 mm from the face of the cylinder. Two passages,
both identical, are bored from the side of the cylinder. These two passages are located 6
mm and 17 mm from the front face of the cylinder. Both are drilled and tapped for M7
fine-thread (standard is M7 x 1 mm, fine is M7 x 0.75 mm). After drilling, a block of
stainless steel 12 mm x 12 mm x 6 mm, with one large face curved to meet the side of the
cylinder, is TIG-welded over each hole to provide more thread area.
Each of the side passages on the lower auxiliary bore contain other devices. The
device located closest to the front of the cylinder is the Kistler piezoelectric sender
manufactured used in the previous prototype device. The passageway in which it is
installed is machined according to the sensor's installation specifications and sealed with
a Teflon ring.
The passageway located furthest from the cylinder face has a check valve
installed. It was thought that making the check valve more accessible would reduce the
need to remove the nozzle to service the injector.
The check valve is an automotive-style poppet valve. A 3 mm diameter O-ring is
located just beneath the valve head to provide additional sealing capacity. The O-ring
seals the valve at low back-pressure, while at high back-pressure, the metal lip of the
poppet valve seals against the valve seat. The valve seat was ground in using a special
tool with the same shape as the poppet valve head chucked into a low-speed drill and
covered in carbide dust. (See Figure 6.7.)
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Figure 6.7. Photograph of the check valve, disassembled into its component pieces. The
valve body, poppet valve with o-ring, return spring, and threaded sleeve for installing the
valve into the Injection Cylinder are all shown here.
The upper and lower auxiliary bores are connected to the main bore of the
cylinder by a 1 mm deep by 1.5 mm wide channel milled into the cylinder face between
all three passages.
A ring is milled into the cylinder face, centered on a 15 mm diameter from the
central axis of the cylinder. The ring is 1.27 mm deep and 2 mm wide. This ring accepts
an O-ring that seals the nozzle to the cylinder. The O-ring encompasses all of the high-
pressure passageways on the front face of the cylinder.
A six-bolt hole pattern is drilled on a 25 mm diameter circle into the front
cylinder face and tapped for M5. These bolts hold the nozzle against the cylinder face.
The housing for the poppet valve is designed to have the same outer dimensions
as the Kistler pressure transducer for simplicity. This way, it can installed using the same
hardware and sealing rings as well.
The check valve has a cracking pressure of approximately 275 kPa and is used in
the autoload sequence to refill the injection cylinder automatically. It seals adequately
against the injection pressures. Studies conducted on checkvalve leakage indicate small
quantities of fluid leak (<10 gL) when the injector is running at its full rated operating
pressure of 60 MPa.
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Figure 6.8. Photograph of a nozzle. The nozzle is designed to be easily replaceable. The
bolt hole pattern provides adequate force to seal the cylinder against the injection
pressures. A protruded length on the nozzle end allows the orifice to achieve skin contact
through wool, fur, etc.
The front of the cylinder is drilled and tapped for a nozzle. Each nozzle is
constructed of aluminum. The cylinder end of the nozzle is 40 mm in diameter and 10
mm in length. In the same machine operation, a 6.5 mm diameter by 12 mm length
protrusion extends from the center of the nozzle body, tapering to 1 mm in the last 5 mm
of length. The back end of the nozzle is drilled with a 2 mm bore to within 0.25 mm of
the front of the nozzle. A 100 ptm microdrill is used to create the actual nozzle orifice
from the front end of the nozzle body. (See Figure 6.8.) Nicaulas Sabourin designed and
machined the nozzles.
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Figure 6.9. Photograph of the nozzle cap. The cap seals the cylinder during the autoload
process and prevents drug from being ejected.
A flip-cap, designed by Dawn Wendell, is attached to the nozzle body to seal the
orifice during autoloading. The cap is bi-stable, held securely open or closed. A square
of medical-grade silicone rubber seals the orifice when the cap is closed. The cap is
shown in Figure 6.9.
The piston of the device is a commercially available syringe piston, modified for
this purpose. The piston is designed for use in Hamilton gas-tight glass syringes [19],
model #50495-35. The pistons are steel and tipped with a Teflon tip. They fit the bore of
the cylinder on one end, and the misalignment coupler inside the Housing / Motor
Structure on the other.
Finally, the back end of the injection cylinder is drilled and tapped with a 4 bolt-
hole pattern on a 30 mm diameter circle. The injection cylinder is then mounted to an
adapter plate drilled with the same bolt pattern. The adapter plate is a simple 5 mm thick
aluminum plate with the bolt hole pattern and a hole for the piston. It is circular, the
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same diameter as the Housing, allowing it to be bolted to the front of the injector housing
on a 6 hole pattern.
A cutaway diagram of the entire injector is shown in Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.10. Cutaway CAD model of the injector device, showing alignment of all of the
components.
The Autoloader
The autoloader for the final design iteration is nearly identical to the autoloader
used in the prototype device. A single solenoid valve replaces the two valves used in the
prototype. A block diagram of the autoloader is shown in Figure 6.11.
The pressure reservoir is a high-pressure argon tank with a regulator. A length of
4 mm O.D. plastic tubing connects the pressure reservoir to an electromechanical
solenoid valve.
The solenoid valve is a Mead Fluid Dynamics [20] VlA04-BW1 three-port
device. Internally, it connects the output passageway to one of two input passages
depending on the electrical control signal. The pressure reservoir is connected to one of
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Figure 6.11. Block diagram of the Autoloader. It is nearly identical to the Prototype
device's autoloader.
The drug reservoir was designed to be easily replaceable, and as such was
designed around a standard 50mL medical vial. The vial holds enough drug for 500
injections with this device. The cap of the tube is bolted to a support and drilled to accept
two 4 mm tubing connectors. One tubing connector is connected to the dead volume
above the drug. The other tubing connector is attached to a 2 mm O.D. stainless steel dip
tube that extends from the cap to the point at the bottom of the drug vial. The output of
the solenoid valve (the controllable pressure source) is connected to the first tubing
connector, the connector with the dip tube is attached to the check valve that is integral to
the injection cylinder. The vial is attached to the handle of the injector Housing with a
bracket.
Injector Operation
The injector was run almost exclusively under software control. The Injector
Control software was improved to the point where autoloaded injections were repeatable.
Software algorithms were completed for purging and loading, and software locks
implemented such that the injector could not be used in the wrong sequence.
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To make an injection, the user filled the drug reservoir, ran a purge cycle, and
autoload cycle, and a firing cycle in software. The autoload and firing cycles could be
repeated until the reservoir had been exhausted.
Design Verification
The injector was used for both in-vitro and in-vivo testing on sheep tissue. These
tests are discussed in a further chapter of this thesis.
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7. Injector Control Hardware
Every iteration of the injector is powered by the same BEI Kimco Magnetics
linear Lorentz-force actuator. As stated in the specification sheet, the motor is capable of
providing 266 N continuously. However, it is quite heavily constructed, and the injectors
require pulsed power. Thus, the actuator can safely be derated to produce higher forces
required for needle-free injection.
The peak forces involved in needle-free drug delivery require a significant
amount of energy delivered over a very short period of time. A 266 N force requires
approximately 13 A of current, into the motor's DC resistance of 2.6 0, or just over 30 V
drive. However, the motor is an inductive load, and driving the coil with 30 V will
produce unacceptably long pressure rise times.
It is important that the pressure in the injection cylinder quickly rise to pressures
capable of breaching tissue, or much of the drug will be lost before it can penetrate,
leading to undesireable "wet" injections, where drug is left on the surface of the skin. For
an instantaneous pressure rise, the injector requires an instantaneous force. To create an
instantaneous force with an inductive motor would require an instantaneous rise in coil
current. Coil current is the integral of coil voltage, and an instantaneous current requires
infinite voltage, and is therefore impossible. However, the higher the driving voltage, the
closer the approximation of instantaneous coil current becomes. Therefore, the source
driving the motor should be capable of producing much higher voltages than are needed
to produce peak force, so that pressure rise times can be minimized.
The coil is driven by a commercial linear audio power amplifier, an AE Techron
model LVC5050 [21]. The LVC5050 is a dual channel amplifier that can be driven in
stereo, bridged monaural, or parallel monaural modes. In parallel monaural mode, the
amplifier is rated for 4 kW peak power at 90 V into 2 0 (or approximately 45 A). This is




Figure 7.1. Photograph of the front panel of the AE Techron L VC5050 4 kW linear
amplifier.
The input to the amplifier is created with a National Instruments DAQPad-6052E
data acquisition device [22], shown in Figure 7.2. The 6052E is an IEEE-1384 (Firewire)
interface data acquisition board with eight differential 16-bit ADC channels and two 16-
bit DAC channels. One DAC channel of the 6052E (DACO) feeds the input of the A-E
Techron power amplifier.
The second DAC channel (DAC1) is used to produce a 5 V digital signal for
actuating the autoloader's controllable valve.
ADC channels 0-4 monitor piston position (from the DC Fastar inductive sensor),
cylinder pressure (from the Kistler piezoelectric transducer), amplifier output voltage
(from the A-E Techron amplifier's voltage monitor terminal), amplifier output current
(from the AE Techron amplifier's current monitor terminal), and a loopback amplifier
drive signal from the 6052E's DACO channel, respectively. ADC channels 6 and 7
monitor the hardware fire and autoload triggers mounted on a prototype handle.
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Figure 7.2. Photograph of the front panel of the National Instruments DAQPad-6052E
data acquisition device.
The 6052E's IEEE-1384 interface is connected to a laptop that, in conjunction
with the Injector Control software, generates the firing waveforms and controls the
autoloading sequence.
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8. Injector Control Software
All of the injectors are run under varying dgress of computer control. The
injector software was written in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET [23], utilizing software
routines imported from dynamically-linked libraries (DLLs) provided with the National
Instruments traditional NIDAQ software package. The software underwent six iterations,
culminating in Injector Control version 1.5. The GUI to version 1.3 is shown in Figure
8.1.
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Figure 8.1. Screen capture of the Injector Control software.
The Injector Control software allows the user to purge, autoload, and fire the
injector while monitoring its output subsequent to each injection. It provides data scaling
and filtering, and fires the injector using a set of user-defined waveforms that can be
loaded before every firing. In addition, it provides a static bias current to hold the piston
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in a retracted position. Version 1.5 also provides a piston stabilization feature designed
to prevent piston creep when the injector is not resting horizontally, and a pressure tail-
off algorithm designed to brake the piston post-injection and keep the falling pressure
from leaking excess drug out the nozzle.
The injector is fired with a minimum of real-tme computer control. The computer
sets up much of the hardware on-board the National Instruments DAQPad-6052E device,
and the 6052E performs the actual operations. First, the waveform file is read from disk.
A waveform is a text file, a column of output voltages that, when output, are generated 1
ms apart. This waveform is checked for validity, appended with the piston brake
commands (if this function is set) and loaded into the output buffer on the 6052E. Then,
the 5 ADC channels used for data logging on the 6052E are set to run a scan sequence,
scanning each analog input channel at 0.1 ms intervals.
The 6052E produces the uploaded waveform on the output channel connected to
the AE Techron amplifier, which in turn powers the BEI Kimco motor on the injector
device. All of the relevant injection parameters are monitored in real time during the
injection. Post injection, the input data are scaled, filtered to remove transients, and
logged (along with the raw input data) to a spreadsheet file as well as displayed on the
control interface, allowing the user instant feedback.
The injector autoloading algorithm is significantly more complex. The injector
autoloads under full real-time feedback control. When the autoload command is given on
the software interface control panel, the solenoid valve in the autoloader is opened,
allowing pressurized drug to reach the internals of the injection cylinder. Then, the
piston is slowly drawn backwards in small steps, using the position sensor as a reference.
The computer monitors movement and modulates the drive power accordingly, as the
friction between the injection cylinder and the piston is nonuniform over the travel of the
piston. When the piston has fully retracted, both the autoloader pressure and coil drive
are shut off.
The position assist function runs a separate thread that monitors the piston
position via the position sensor and modulates the bias power of the coil to achieve a
steady piston position irrespective of gravitational forces or movement of the device.
Thus, the injector can be held vertically without bleed from the nozzle due to gravity.
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The position assist function is processor-intensive and has approximately 2 kHz
bandwidth, so it is not sufficient for real-time control of injections, which is the long-term
goal of this system.
The hardware trigger function runs a separate thread that monitors the analog
voltage on the DAQPad-6052E's analog channels 6 and 7. When the voltage reaches a
predetermined threshold, the software interprets this as a fire or autoload command, and
runs either the firing sequence or autoloading sequence.
Advantages of Software Control
Using this system, it is possible to design custom injection pressure profiles for
different situations. This needle-free injection system was to be tested on sheep, and as
such, profiles were designed to penetrate and deliver drug to specific depths in sheepskin.
A pressure profile refers to the variation, in time, of the pressure internal to the
injection cylinder. The pressure profiles are related, although nonlinearly, to the force
provided by the linear motor on the cylinder piston, and therefore to the current running
through the motor coil. The pressure and force are not linear due to second order effects,
such as resonances in the complaint components (Teflon piston tip, O-rings, possibly
piezoelectric pressure transducer head). However, the force and coil current are directly
proportional to one another.
Thus, pressure profiles could be created by modifying the input waveform file, a
simple task with the Injector Control software. Primarily, the pressure profiles we
produced consisted of a 2 to 3 ms pressure "peak" of 40 to 50 MPa, followed by a longer
20 to 30 ms "followthrough" of 10 to 20 MPa. By changing the voltages in the
waveform, we could create these pressure profiles and damp out resonances.
Over time, a library of waveforms was created, each corresponding to a different
desired parameter. One waveform used extensively in the animal testing, discussed in
further chapters, was Waveform 568. The reproducibility of this waveform is shown in
Figure 8.2. A library of waveforms and their effect on murine tissue appears in Appendix
C.
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Figure 8.2. Graphs showing reproducibility of injector parameters when fired using
Waveform 568. Using the the same drive, the data were gathered from six different
firings of the injector. The position of the piston, pressure inside the injection cylinder,
voltage across the voice-coil motor, current through the voice-coil motor, and drive
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In addition, the autoloader was tested and verified. The injector was proven to
autoload repeatably, and ejects the same amount of drug on each firing subsequent to
autoloading. A graph of the repeatability is shown in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3. Graph showing repeatability of the autoloader / firing system. On ten
successive autoloaded trials, the injector fired an average of 72.1 UL with a standard
deviation ofjust 2.0 pL, or 3%.
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9. Portable Linear Amplifier
The needle-free injector device was designed to be run in the field, away from
primary power sources. The AE Techron LVC5050 requires a 125 VAC, 30 A service.
Thus, it was necessary to develop a battery powered portable pulse amplifier.
Initially, a linear power amplifier was constructed. The amplifier was designed to
be a direct replacement for the AE Techron LVC5050 linear amplifier used in all of the
experimentation. A block diagram of the linear amplifier design appears in Figure 9.1. A
side view photograph of the completed amplifier, showing component placement, appears
in Figure 9.2.
Monitoring Input Stage












Figure 9.2. Photograph of the side of the portable linear amplifier, showing placement of
the modules.
Power Control
The Power Conversion module provides the proper voltages to run the amplifier,
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Figure 9.3. Schematic of the power control hardware for the portable linear amplfier.
Components labeled "Power Supply Module" are DC-DC converter boards with
monitoring hardware; their schematics are shown in Figure 9-4.
In Figure 9.3, batteries B1 and B2 are 12 Volt lead-acid batteries, wired in series,
and center tapped. When SW1 (Cooling) is closed, relays RLY1 and RLY2 close,
applying 24 V power to the power supply modules. This starts the thermal management
hardware, running the cooling fans in PWM mode.
When switch S2 is closed, the Inhibit signal is removed from the power supply
modules, and they begin generating the supply rail voltage for the final amplifier. The
schematics for the power supply modules are shown in Figure 9.4. The amplifier
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Figure 9.4. Schematic of the Power Supply Module, as seen in Figure 9-3.
The heart of the power supply module is a 100 V, 1 A isolated DC-DC converter,
produced by Pico Electronics [24], model PA100. Although not ideal, resistor R3
provides ballast for the converter, ensuring that it is properly loaded at all times. Resistor
R2 isolates the converter from the capacitor bank, ensuring that the converter is not
overly loaded when the capacitor bank is completely discharged. LED D3 indicates
power is applied to the converter.
As the voltage of the capacitor bank reaches -92 V, current begins to flow
through resistor R9, Zener diode D5, and optoisolator U2. U2's output closes, pulling the
gate of FET Q2 low, which in turn allows QI to conduct, shutting the converter down. In
addition, LED D4 is extinguished, indicating charge is complete. D4 illuminates
momentarily as the converters periodically add charge to the capacitor bank, maintaining
the charge.
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The circuit consisting of Q3, D7, RIO and Ri1 allows the power supply module to
be shut down externally. The drain of Q3 is connected in a wired-OR fashion to the
output of the optoisolator.
IC U3 controls the speed of the cooling fans. The entire power supply module is
encased in acrylic and forced-air cooling is necessary. U3 is a temperature-to-PWM
control module. The temperature sensor, a 100 k0 negative-temperature-coefficient
resistor (Ti) is thermally connected to the cooling fins of the PA100. U3 modulates the
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Figure 9.5. Schematic of the input stage of the portable linear ampifier.
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Input Stage
The input stage of this amplifier was a pair of National Semiconductor [25]
LM741 operational amplifiers. U5 is configured as an adjustable gain, non-inverting
amplifier, while U6 is built as an inverting amplifier and fed off of the first. Thus the
input stage produces a pair of variable gain outputs, phase-shifted by 180 degrees. The
schematic for the input stage is shown in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.6. Schematic of the output stage of the portable linear amplifier.
Output Stage
The output stage consists of a pair of Apex Microtechnology [26] PA52
operational amplifiers, U7 and U8. Each PA52 device is capable of sourcing or sinking
100 V at 40 A continuous, 200 A pulse. Driven out of phase, a pair of modules can
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Figure 9.7. Schematic of the protection circuit added to each output terminal of the
portable linear amplifier after a failed test.
Protection Circuit
After a test of the amplifier destroyed one of the PA52 modules, a protection
circuit was added in series with the outputs. Two diodes clamp the output to within 0.5 V
of the power supply, ensuring that spikes caused by inductive loads do not overvoltage
the output of the PA52 modules. A pair of parallel 1 ohm resistors connect the outputs of
the PA52s to the output terminals, limiting the instantaneous current of the circuit. The
protection circuit is shown in Figure 9.7.
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Monitor Circuit
The monitor circuit provides feedback on the amplifier's output. The output of
the PA52 driven by the non-inverting half of the input stage is monitored by a LEM
Components [27] LA 100-P hall-effect current transducer, U9. Output voltage is
monitored by the sum of the voltages on both output terminals. They are summed with
inverting amplifiers U10 and Ul 1. The monitor circuit schematic is shown in Figure 9.8.
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Figure 9.8. Schematic of the monitor circuit of the portable linear amplifier.
Construction
All of the components of the portable linear amplifier were constructed
modularly, and attached to a framework built of mk. Each module consisted of the
components of each module attached to a clear acrylic baseplate which bolted to the
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frame. High voltage sections of the amplifier were shielded from the outside by acrylic
plates, allowing a view of the internal components but preventing accidental contact.
Figure 9-9 shows a top view of the completed amplifier.
Figure 9.9. Photograph of the top panel of the completed portable linear amplifier. The
control panel is acrylic, with digital readouts for the various voltages in the system. A
block diagram is etched in the panel, with all of the components labeled. The output
module is visible above the control panel.
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10. Portable Class-D Amplifier
When complete, the portable linear amplifier measured approximately 1 m x 0.5
m x 0.5 m and, although battery powered, was still difficult to transport. Thus, in
conjunction with lower power requirements of the final iteration of the needle-free
injector, a second-generation amplifier was designed and constructed. This amplifier did
not rely on off-the-shelf components, and was designed with a switchmode rather than
linear final amplifier, and thus could be much smaller. In addition, the second-generation
amplifier had an on-board microcontroller. Figure 10.1 shows a block diagram of the
switchmode amplifier, as designed.
w...........................
Batteries Power Micro- OutputConversion controller Stage
Link
------ Removed via software
Added via software Portable Class-D Amplifier
Figure 10.1. Block diagram of the portable switchmode amplifier, showing connections
to external injector hardware. Dashed connections indicate components that may be
removed by additional firmware programming of the amplifier's on-board
microprocessor.
Initially, the microcontroller was programmed to be a direct replacement for the
AE Techron amplifier used in the needle-free injector experiments. The microcontroller
would read the analog input voltage and convert this to a pulse-width modulated output
used to drive the output stage. However, with the addition of more complex firmware
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and the presence of multiple analog input channels, the microcontroller could fully
replace the entire external control system for the injector. The microcontroller could be
programmed to perform the functions of the laptop, DAQPad, and linear amplifier.
The switchmode amplifier can be broken down into four distinct components:
batteries, power supply, microprocessor / signal processing, and output. Figure 10.2





Figure 10.2. Photograph of the main board of a completed switchmode amplifier.
Power supply
The amplifier was designed to run off of a 24 V sealed-lead acid battery. Ideally,
the circuit would fit into the body of the needle-free injector itself and would be powered




Figure 10.3. Schematic of the power supply of the switchmode amplifier.
Most of the components used require voltages other than +24 VDC. The power
supply contains the necessary hardware to run the high-voltage output, the digital
circuitry, and the analog circuitry. The output stage runs at +200 VDC, the digital
circuitry requires +5 VDC and +12 VDC, and the analog circuitry requires +/- 15 VDC.
The power supply schematic is shown in Figure 10.3.
The ±5 V and +12 V supplies are generated from the unregulated +24 V bus via
National Semiconductor LM78xx linear regulators, heavily bypassed with capacitors.
ICs U30 and U3 1 perform these functions.
The +/- 15 V supplies are produced by a pair of Burr-Brown [28] DC-DC
converters, U26 and U27. These are encapsulated, DIP size 800 kHz devices with
integrated maguetics.
The +200 V supply is generated by a boost converter built using a National
Semiconductor LM3478, shown in the schematic as U32. The boost converter charges a
bank of two 2200 p.F 100 V electrolytic capacitors through a 2 9 ballast resistor.
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Microprocessor board
The microprocessor / analog input circuitry board is run by an Atmel [29]
AT89C5lAC3 microcontroller. The AT89C5lAC3 is an enhanced 8-bit Intel 8051-core
microprocessor with a 6 clock-per-instruction execution time (standard 8051-compatible
chips run at 12 clocks-per-instruction). In addition to the 8051 core, the Atmel device
has an on-board 10-bit analog-to-digital converter, as well as 16kB of code storage flash
and 2kB of data storage static RAM. Figure 10.4 shows the schematic for the





















Figure 10.4. Schematic of the microprocessor board of the switchmode amplifier.
The full address space of the microcontroller board is utilized. The AT89C5AC3
is a Harvard architecture device, with separate code and data memory address spaces.
The low 256 bytes of data address are high speed on-board data RAM comprised of
hardware registers, hardware stack, and a small amount of scratch space. Data addresses





OxOOGO to 0x4000 are mapped to the on-board code storage flash. Addresses other than
these are mapped to the processor's external address bus.
Externally, the data address space is accessed when the #WR or #RD (# denotes
active low) lines are asserted. The read-only code space is accessed with #PSEN. The
unified address space is accessed through ports 0 and 2, with the lower address byte
multiplexed with the data byte with latch U8.
Data addresses in the range of OxFEOO to OxFEFF are mapped to the external
hardware address space by external gates. In Figure 10.4, gates U6, U7, and U10
perform the address decomposition. When a proper address (in the range OxFEOO -
OxFEFF) is accessed, OR gate U5 brings all the standard memory lines (#WR, #RD, and
#PSEN) high, disabling any memory, RAM or ROM, attached to the external address
bus. Copies #WR and #RD are provided for external hardware address. Address OxFEOO
is mapped to an on-board hardware register, U9, that drives five LEDs and a piezoelectric
sound element. Figure 10.5 shows an illustration of the memory map of the
microprocessor.
Address pins A05, A06 and A07 (the high three bits of the low address byte) are
used in the address composition, allowing bits AOO - A04 to be used for accessing
registers in hardware devices in the external hardware address space.
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Figure 10.5. Illustration of the memory map of the microprocessor's address space. The
AT89C51AC3 uses a Harvard architecture: separate data and code memory spaces. The
data address space is shown at left, with hardware mapped into unused sections. The
code address space is shown at right.
The AT89C51AC3 incorporates a UART. The TX and RX pins of the UART are
mapped to U3, a Maxim MAX232 RS-232 level converter, allowing bidirectional
communication with a PC.
The microprocessor uses a full 8-bit port as analog input to an on-board 10-bit
Analog/Digital converter. AINO is mapped to the output of U22, a Maxim MAX368
analog multiplexer on the analog input board. The MAX368 address bus is wired to the
address space of the microprocessor, allowing channels to be changed by software. The






























Figure 10.6. Schematic of the analog input stage of the portable switchmode amplifier.
Six analog input channels are conditioned by U16 - U21, National Semiconductor
LF356 operational amplifiers configured as non-inverting amplifiers with a gain of 2.
The inputs allow a positive bias voltage, generated with a multi-turn potentiometer, to be
summed with the input signal, ensuring that the microprocessor's A/D converter sees
only positive voltages.
Two of the analog input channels are unmodified save for 1 MO gain adjustment
potentiometers, and two more input channels are connected to two more hardware pins on
the microcontroller.
Thus the analog input circuitry provides 10 input channels, six of which are
tolerant of negative voltages. Two channels can be read without changing channels on
the multiplexer.




Class-D Injector Ampl ifier
Output Stage
The output stage consists of two independently-driven channels, with the load
connected between the channels. Each channel consists of a half-bridge plus a grounding
transistor on the opposite channel, with driving and filtering hardware. Figure 10.7
shows the schematic for the output stage.
Bioinstrumentation Lab
Class-D Injector Amplifier
Figure 10.7. Schematic of the output stage of the switchmode amplifier.
One channel will be discussed in detail, the other channel is identical. The half-
bridge consists of a pair of International Rectifier IRG4BC40K IGBTs, Q2 and Q3,
driven by U24, an IR2113S Hi/Lo side driver IC. Diode D6 bootstraps the high-side
driver when the output terminal is low. External logic, U23A and U23B, ensures both the
high side and low side transistors never operate simultaneously. When this channel is
enabled, the opposite channel is disabled and grounded via a third IRG4BC40K, Q7,
driven by Q9, a 2N7000 switching FET.
Capacitors C4 and C5 store the gate drive charge used by U24. U24 is capable of
driving the gates of external transistors with peak currents of up to 2A. When the upper
transistor of the channel is driven, current flows from U24 into the gate of Q2 through
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R50. When the upper transistor is turned off, current flows back through D7 and R50.
This nonlinearity ensures that the charge and discharge rates are different for the high
side and low side devices, so simultaneous switching will never produce a short circuit of
the supply rail.
A tuned LC filter, comprised of Li and C6, attenuates the switch frequency while
passing low frequency signals, so the output of the amplifier approximates that of a linear
amplifier. As the LC filter is a resonant circuit, R52 and CIO provide damping in case
the filter is excited.
Design Verification
The amplifier was tested using input waveforms and measuring the output
voltage. It was capable of reproducing the given input. Figure 10.8 shows an
oscilloscope trace capture showing the amplifier's analog to PWM algorithm in
operation.
It was determined that the amplifier suffered from ground bounce, a board layout
issue. The high current switching transients tended to raise the voltage of the ground
trace of U24, causing the device to shut down. Heavy ground conductors were added, but
ideally the layout would be changed.
The firmware on the microprocessor was altered such that it would produce the
proper drive waveform on its own, to solve some noise issues. Switching transients were
entering the analog input channels, causing false outputs to occur.
The amplifier was then connected to the needle-free injector, and shown to
produce the same pressure verses time profile as could be obtained with the mains-
powered AE Techron amplifier. Figure 10.9 shows a comparison of injector drive with
the two amplifier systems.
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Figure 10.8. A photograph of an oscilloscope screen showing the class-D amplifier
reproducing a sine wave with pulse-width modulation. The output trace is captured
before the output filter.
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Figure 10.9. Graph of recorded injector parameters comparing the AE Techron
L VC5050 linear amplifier to the portable Class-D amplifier. Achievable peak pressures
are identical. Further modification of the waveform table used in the Class-D amplifier
would allow identical lower followthrough, though in this case, it was intentionally left
high to demonstrate power handling capability.
Ultimately, this amplifier was to be redesigned again, incorporating a faster
microprocessor and less powerful output stage, to be used for a different purpose, and the







11. Needle Free Injector (NFI) Design Verification
The final version of the needle-free injector was used extensively, for several
thousand firings. Design verification was conducted in three ways: repeatability testing,
in vitro testing, and in vivo testing on a live animal.
The device was tested extensively for repeatability. The results of these tests are
shown in the Injector Control section.
Initially, the injector was tested on acrylamide blocks and studied using the
Vision Research v9.0 high speed video camera. Although not an accurate representation
of tissue impedance, and thus depth parameters are not valid, videos of injections into
acrylamide gel provides valuable insight into the shape of the delivery achieved using the
"peak" and "followthrough" type pressure verses time profiles, explained in the Injector
Control section. Figure 11.1 shows five frames from a high-speed video capture of an
injection into acrylamide. Note the initial penetration by the "peak" followed by the
formation of a bolus at depth by the "followthrough."
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Figure 11.1. Five video
frames captured
approximately 1 ms apart,
using the Vision Research
camera, showing the
formation of a bolus at the
injection depth, as per the
goals of the NFI device.
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As this device was primarily designed as a tool for animal husbandry, it was
decided that it would be tested on sheep. In some countries, like Australia, sheep
outnumber humans 10 to 1 or more, and the potential market for a fast delivery device is
huge. Addtionally, sheep are docile and easy to raise.
The tests involved injecting a bacterial collagenase into sheep. Enzymes,
including collagenases, have long been used as drugs [32]. Collagenase, when introduced
into tissue, destroys collagen and remodels the tissue, often causing scarring and loss of
hair on the skin surface [33]. This effect is greatly dependent on depth, and the
observance of these effects, especially when compared to injection by conventional
needle, provides verification of the device.
Of primary importance was determining the parameters required to properly inject
to the required depth in sheepskin. To this end, excised sheepskin was obtained, cut into
uniform sections, and injected with 0.1% Bromocreasil Green. Each section was cut in
half, and the injection was then clearly visible.
The waveforms were modified until they produced the desired result. Figure 11.2













Figure 11.2. Graph showing how the drive waveform affects the depth of drug delivery.
Photographs are sections of murine tissue cut at the injection site, graphs show the
pressure profile (generated with a specific repeatable waveform) used to make the
injection. Note that the layers of tissue may have slid during sectioning and thus the
injection may not appear completely vertical or contiguous.
Figure 11.3. Test grid pattern injected using the NFI and conventional needle. C grids
indicate control grids, injected with lx RB. T grids were injected with collagenase. The
two large grids were injected with the NFI, and the smaller grids were injected with a
26.5ga syringe.
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Using the waveforms generated in the in-vitro experiments, a live 10-week old
Suffolk cross whether was injected mid-side with collagenase and a 1 x reaction buffer as
a control, using the needle-free injector. Additionally, collagenase and 1 x RB were
delivered by a 0.382 mm diameter (26.5 ga) needle as a positive and negative control.
Figure 11.3 shows the test grid pattern used for the in-vivo injection, while Figure 11.4
shows the NFI, in use.
Figure 11.4. Photograph of the NFI being used to inject the mid-side of a live, but
sedated, sheep.
The animal was subsequently monitored for eight weeks for a response.
Photographs documenting the animal's response to the injections are shown in Figure 11-
5. In addition, biopsies taken from the injection sites were sectioned and stained with
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Masson's Trichrome. Masson's Trichrome stains collagen blue. Photomicrographs of
the biopsy sections are shown in Figure 11.6.
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The test panels, monitored weekly. Both panels injected with
immune response, of equivalent activity. The control panels show
no response. Note scarring in the 21-day post-injection control sites caused by tissue
sample biopsies taken from these locations for histology examination. Photograph
compilation courtesy Dr. Cathy Hogan, used with permission.
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Needle Control Injections
27.5G Negative Control 27.5G Positive Control
(1x RB Buffer) (Collagenase)
NFI Injections
NFL Control - NFI test samples
(1x RB Buffer) (Collagenase)
Figure 11.6. Photomicrographs of tissue samples taken from each injection panel,
stained with Masson's Trichrome. Collagen appears blue. Photomicrographs courtesy
Dr. Cathy Hogan, used with permission.
A second trial, performed on the opposite side of the same animal at 25 weeks of
age, was less conclusive. Neither the needle control nor the needle-free injections
showed the same level of activity, however, both showed the same degree of response,
indicating the needle-free device delivered collagenase to the same depth as the 26.5ga
needle. It is hypothesized that the animal's age contributed to its weak response in the
second trial. The dosage delivered was that delivered to a 10 week old animal.
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12. Future Directions
Although needle-free drug delivery devices are currently commercially available,
much about needle-free injections remains unknown. The field ofjet mechanics (how the
pressure verses time profile of the injection cylinder, coupled with the shape and diameter
of the nozzle influences the depth and shape of the injection) is almost completely
unresearched. Before now, the tools required for accurate study did not exist.
The injector device presented in this paper is an optimal platform for jet
mechanics studies. It is completely modular, nearly completely automatic, with
unparalleled flexability in pressure verses time profiles. Exchanging nozzle types is
simple, and automatic loading and firing allows for rapid experimentation. This NFI
device will be used to study jet mechanics.
Additionally, with the knowledge of what is achievable using the Lorentz-force
actuator in these injectors, it is believed the human market is within reach. The NFI
device presented in this thesis will be used as a platform for a next-generation,
commercially viable device incorporating a custom voice-coil and an integrated power
supply and real-time feedback control of the entire device. The injector will be further
miniaturized and redesigned for manufacture and minimum cost, and it is expected that
such a device will be an excellent tool for fast, mass immunizations.
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Appendix A: Selected Datasheets
This section contains datasheets for a few of the critical components used in this paper.
Datasheet Index
BEI Kimco Magnetics LA25-42-OOOA Linear Lorentz-Force Motor
Atmel AT89C5 1AC3 core diagram
Kistler Piezoelectric Pressure Transducer
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Typ. 2118..
Appendix B: Construction Techniques
This project entails a significant amount of both electrical mechanical design and
equipment fabrication. Although there are many ways of designing these components,
this is how it was done here.
The mechanical components, the injection cylinders, shafts, housings, etc, were
primarily constructed from cylindrical bar stock and machined using CAD/CAM
techniques. Components were designed in UGS Solid Edge v17 [34]. Tool pathways
were created in FeatureCAM [35]. Most of the machining was conducted on the Mazak
Super Quick Turn [36] lathe located in the BioInstrumentation Lab, at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Electrical circuitry was designed using the ExpressSCH software, available free
from ExpressPCB [37]. ExpressPCB, a CAM program for designing circuit boards, was
extensively used as a board layout tool. Boards were fabricated using the ExpressPCB
software.
Engineering diagrams for components developed using CAD follow.
CAD Index
NFI Injection Cylinder, Cylinder Adapter Plate
Axial Misalignment Coupler
Housing, Motor Retaining Ring, Hard Stop, Position Sensor Housing
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Appendix C: Injector Control Software Source Code
























Summary description for Forml.
</summary>




short cylinderState; //(0 = ready, 1 = fired, 2 = uninitialized)





















































































































































































































































textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Reading Configuration File...";
systemMonitorThread = new Thread(new ThreadStart(threadSystemMonitor));
string AIFilename = "dataO.csv";
string input;
if (File.Exists("settings.ini"))






































































textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Initializing DAQ";
DAQWrite AO(driveOutputChannel, driveoutputChannelZeroBias, "Init");
DAQWriteAO(autoloaderOutputChannel, 0.0, "Init");




textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Ready... ";
Clean up any resources being used.
/I/Isummary>
protected override void Dispose( bool disposing
if( disposing




#region Windows Form Designer generated code
' summarv,
Required method for Designer support - do not modify
the contents of this method with the code editor.
/summary>
private void InitializeComponent)
this.buttonStart = new System.Windows.Forms.Buttono;
this.label2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxDAQErrorCode = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.waveformGraphO = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.WaveformGraph();
this.waveformPlotl = new NationalInstruments.UI.WaveformPlot();
this.xAxisl = new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxis);
this.yAxisl = new NationalInstruments.UI.YAxis();
this.label3 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.waveformGraphl = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.WaveformGraph();
this.waveformPlot2 = new NationalInstruments.UI.Waveformplot();
this.xAxis2 = new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxiso;
this.yAxis2 = new NationalInstruments.UI.YAxis();
this.waveformGraph2 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.WaveformGraph);
this.waveformPlot3 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WaveformPlot();
this.xAxis3 = new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxis(;
this.yAxis3 = new NationalInstruments.UI.YAxis();
this.waveformGraph3 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.WaveformGraph();
this.waveformPlot4 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WaveformPlot();
this.xAxis4 = new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxis();
this.yAxis4 = new NationalInstruments.UI.YAxis( ;
this.waveformGraph4 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.WaveformGraph();
this.waveformPlot5 = new NationalInstruments.UI.Waveformplot();
this.xAxis5 = new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxis();
this.yAxis5 = new NationalInstruments.UI.YAxis();
this.waveformGraph5 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.WaveformGraph();
this.waveformPlot6 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WaveformPlot();
this.xAxis6 = new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxiso;
this.yAxis6 = new NationalInstruments.UI.YAxis( ;
this.textBoxAIOutputFilename = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.checkBoxWriteAIToFile = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.buttonSaveSettings = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.buttonDefaultSettings = new System.Windows.Forms.Button);
this.textBoxOutputFileCounter = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox(;
this.textBoxDAQChannel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.textBoxAOFileName = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.labell4 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.groupBoxl = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.groupBox22 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.ledPressure = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.Led));
this.switch3 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.Switch();
this.label45 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label46 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
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this.groupBox20 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.label34 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label33 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.ledPosition = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.Ledo;
this.switch2 = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.Switch(;
this.groupBox19 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox);
this.buttonHomePiston = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.groupBoxl7 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox( ;
this.groupBoxl6 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox);
this.label6O = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxNozzleDiameter = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.label37 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxSampleNumber = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.groupBox2 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox( ;
this.ledArmed = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.Led(;
this.switchl = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.Switch(;
this.labell7 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label59 - new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.buttonAutoBias = new System.Windows.Forms.Button);
this.labell = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label21 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label() ;
this.textBoxDriveOutputZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.buttonSetBias = new System.Windows.Forms.Button);
this.groupBox3 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox) ;
this.buttonEmergencyStop = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.buttonResetError = new System.Windows.Forms.Button);
this.label18 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxSystemStatus = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.buttonDAQReset = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.groupBox4 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox(;
this.textBoxGraph5Name = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox) ;
this.textBoxGraph4Name = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox( ;
this.textBoxGraph3Name = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox( ;
this.textBoxGraph2Name = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxGraphlName = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBoxo;
this.textBoxGraphOName = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBoxo;
this.groupBox5 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.label24 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxAutoloaderLatency = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.groupBox18 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.buttonValveOpen = new System.Windows.Forms.Button(;
this.buttonValveClose new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.label62 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxOverrideStateCheckTrigger = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.label6l = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxOverrideStateCheck = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.label58 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAutoLoaderlcm = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox( ;
this.buttonEndPurge = new System.Windows.Forms.Button(o;
this.buttonPurge = new System.Windows.Forms.Buttono;
this.buttonLoad = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.groupBox6 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox( ;
this.labell3 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxPositionSensorConstant = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.label8 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxPositionTravel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.label6 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxPositionSensorChannel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox(;
this.label5 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label4 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.buttonPositionSensorAutoSet = new System.Windows.Forms.Button);
this.textBoxPositionSensorMax = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxPositionSensorMin = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.groupBox7 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox( ;
this.label20 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxPressureSensorConstant = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.buttonPressureSensorZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.Buttono;
this.label15 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxPressureSensorZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.label7 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxPressureSensorChannel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.groupBox8 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.label29 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxVoltageMonitorConstant = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox(;
this.buttonVoltageMonitorZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.label22 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxVoltageMonitorZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.label9 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxVoltageMonitorChannel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.groupBox9 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox);
this.label30 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxcurrentMonitorConstant = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.buttoncurrentMonitorZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.Button(0;
this.label23 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxCurrentMonitorZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.labellO = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxCurrentMonitorChannel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.groupBoxlO = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.labelll = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxDriveMonitorChannel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.label19 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.groupBoxll = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox);
this.label28 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxForceGaugeForce = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxForceGaugeZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
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this.textBoxForceGaugeRating = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.label25 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxForceGaugeChannel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.buttonLoadCellZeroBias = new System.Windows.Forms.Button) ;
this.label27 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label26 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.buttonAutoBiasAll = new System.Windows.Forms.Button);
this.groupBoxl2 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox(;
this.groupBoxl4 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.label57 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label55 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label38 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxAIlTransients = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.textBoxAI5Transients = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAI4Transients = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAI2Transients = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAI3Transients = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAIOTransients = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.textBoxAIlThreshold = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAI5Threshold = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAI4Threshold = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAI2Threshold = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAI3Threshold = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.textBoxAIOThreshold = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this.label49 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAI5Threshold = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox(0;
this.label50 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label5l - new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAI4Threshold = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.label52 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAI2Threshold = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBoxo;
this.label53 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAl3Threshold = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.label54 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAIOThreshold = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.checkBoxAIlThreshold = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox);
this.groupBoxl3 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox);
this.label56 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label41 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAI2Avg = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.checkBoxAIOAvg = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox);
this.label43 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAI4Avg = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox);
this.label42 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAI3Avg = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.label39 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAIlAvg = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox();
this.label40 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label44 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.checkBoxAI5Avg = new System.Windows.Forms.CheckBox(;
this.groupBoxl5 = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox) ;
this.labell2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label() ;
this.textBoxFiringTriggerChannel = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox);
this .textBoxAutoloaderTriggerChannel = new System.Windows .Forms .TextBox);
this.labell6 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label3l = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label32 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.groupBox2l = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
this.label48 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxFeedbackDrive = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox) ;
this.label47 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxSoftwareFeedbackGain = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.label36 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxTotalFeedbackGain - new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.label35 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.textBoxHardwareFeedbackGain = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.ledPositionFault = new NationalInstruments.UI.WindowsForms.Ledo;
























this .groupBox6 . SuspendLayout ();


















this.buttonStart.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 24);
this.buttonStart.Name = "buttonStart";
this.buttonStart.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 40);
this.buttonStart.TabIndex = 0;
this.buttonStart.Text = "Fire";




this.label2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 16);
this.label2.Name = "label2";
this.label2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(80, 16);
this.label2.TabIndex = 4;




this.textBoxDAQErrorCode.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxDAQErrorCode.Name = "textBoxDAQErrorCode";






this.waveformGraphO.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.waveformGraphO.Name = "waveformGraphO";
this.waveformGraphO.Plots.AddRange (new NationalInstruments.UI.WaveformPlot []
this.waveformPlotl});
this.waveformGraph0.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(256, 144);
this.waveformGraphO.TabIndex = 42;












this.label3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 40);
this.label3.Name = "label3";
this.label3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 16);
this.label3.TabIndex = 43;








this.waveformGraphl.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(256, 144);
this.waveformGraph.TabIndex = 50;
this.waveformGraphl.XAxes.AddRange (new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxis [{
this.xAxis2});















this.waveformGraph2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(256, 144);
this.waveformGraph2.TabIndex = 67;
this.waveformGraph2.XAxes.AddRange (new Nationallnstruments.UI.XAxis [I
this.xAxis3});










this.waveformGraph3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(280, 40);
this.waveformGraph3.Name = "waveformGraph3";
this.waveformGraph3.Plots.AddRange (new NationalInstruments.UI.WaveformPlot [I
this .waveformPlot4));
this.waveformGraph3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(256, 144);
this.waveformGraph3.TabIndex = 68;
this.waveformGraph3.XAxes.AddRange (new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxis [I
this.xAxis4));














this.waveformGraph4.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(256, 144);
this.waveformGraph4.TabIndex = 69;
this.waveformGraph4.XAxes.AddRange (new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxis [I
this.xAxis5});














this.waveformGraph5.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(256, 144);
this.waveformGraph5.TabIndex = 70;
this.waveformGraph5.XAxes.AddRange (new NationalInstruments.UI.XAxis [I
this.xAxis6});



























this.buttonSaveSettings.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(216, 16);
this.buttonSaveSettings.Name = "buttonSaveSettings";
this.buttonSaveSettings.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonSaveSettings.TabIndex = 85;
this.buttonSaveSettings.Text = "Save Settings";




this.buttonDefaultSettings.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(160, 16);
this.buttonDefaultSettings.Name = "buttonDefaultSettings";
this.buttonDefaultSettings.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonDefaultSettings.TabIndex = 86;







this .textBox~utputFileCounter.ForeColor = System.Drawing.SystemColors. InfoText;
this.textBox~utputFileCounter.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(136, 544);
this.textBoxOutputFileCounter.Name = "textBoxOutputFileCounter";








this.textBoxDAQChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this .textBoxDAQChannel .Name = " textBoxDAQChannel";






this.textBoxAOFileName.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this. textBoxAOFileName .Name = "textBoxAOFileName";






this.labell4.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(120, 544);
this.labell4.Name = "labell4";


















this.groupBoxl.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(760, 216);
this.groupBoxl.Name = "groupBox1";
this.groupBoxl.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(280, 368);
this.groupBoxl.TabIndex = 97;
this.groupBoxl.TabStop = false;








this.groupBox22.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(136, 184);
this.groupBox22.Name = "groupBox22";
this.groupBox22.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(136, 88);
this.groupBox22.TabIndex = 116;
this.groupBox22.TabStop = false;


























this.label45.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 16);
this.label45.Name = "label45";






this.label46.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 64);
this.label46.Name = "label46";











this .groupsox2o .Controls .Add~this .switch2);
this.groupBox20.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(136, 96);
this.groupBox20.Name = "groupBox20";
this.groupBox20.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(136, 88);
this.groupBox20.TabIndex = 115;
this.groupBox20.TabStop = false;




this.label34.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 16);
this.label34.Name = "label34";






this.label33.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 64);
this.label33.Name = "label33";



























this.groupBoxl9.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(184, 296);
this.groupBoxl9.Name = "groupBox19";








this.buttonHomePiston.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.buttonHomePiston.Name = "buttonHomePiston";
this.buttonHomePiston.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonHomePiston.TabIndex = 6;
this.buttonHomePiston.Text = "Home Piston";





this.groupBoxl7.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 96);
this.groupBoxl7.Name = "groupBox17";
this.groupBox17.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(128, 88);
this.groupBox17.TabIndex = 113;
this.groupBoxl7.TabStop = false;








this.groupBoxl6.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 296);
this.groupBox16.Name = "groupBoxl6";
this.groupBox16.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(176, 64);
this.groupBoxl6.TabIndex = 112;
this.groupBox16.TabStop = false;




this.label60.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(40, 40);
this.label6O.Name = "label60";
this.label6O.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(120, 16);
this.label60.TabIndex = 3;




this.textBoxNozzleDiameter.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxNozzleDiameter.Name = "textBoxNozzleDiameter";






this.label37.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(40, 16);
this.label37.Name = "label37";
this.label37.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(128, 16);
this.label37.Tablndex = 1;




this.textBoxSampleNumber.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxSampleNumber.Name = "textBoxSampleNumber";









this .groupBox2 .Controls.Add~this .label59);
this.groupBox2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 184);
this.groupBox2.Name = "groupBox2";
this.groupBox2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(128, 88);
this.groupBox2.TabIndex = 109;
this.groupBox2.TabStop = false;

























this.labell7.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 16);
this.labell7.Name = "labell7";






this.label59.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 64);
this.label59.Name = "label59";






this.buttonAutoBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(224, 32);
this.buttonAutoBias.Name = "buttonAutoBias";
this.buttonAutoBias.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonAutoBias.TabIndex = 104;
this.buttonAutoBias.Text = "Auto Bias";




this.labell.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(128, 16);
this.labell.Name = "labell";
this.labell.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(152, 16);
this.labell.TabIndex = 98;




this.label2l.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 40);
this.label2l.Name = "label2l";
this.label2l.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(96, 16);
this.label2l.TabIndex = 97;




this.textBoxDriveOutputZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxDriveOutputZeroBias.Name = "textBoxDriveOutputZeroBias";






this.buttonSetBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(168, 32);
this.buttonSetBias.Name = "buttonSetBias";
this.buttonSetBias.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonSetBias.TabIndex = 95;
this.buttonSetBias.Text = "Set";















this.groupBox3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(208, 616);
this.groupBox3.Name = "groupBox3";
this.groupBox3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(400, 120);
this.groupBox3.TabIndex = 99;
this.groupBox3.TabStop = false;





this.buttonEmergencyStop.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(288, 56);
this.buttonEmergencyStop.Name = "buttonEmergencyStop";
this.buttonEmergencyStop.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 56);
this.buttonEmergencyStop.Tablndex = 98;







this.buttonResetError.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(288, 16);
this.buttonResetError.Name = "buttonResetError";
this.buttonResetError.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonResetError.TabIndex = 97;
this.buttonResetError.Text = "Reset Error";




this.labell8.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.label18.Name = "labell8";
this.label18.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(120, 16);
this.labell8.TabIndex = 96;




this.textBoxSystemStatus.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 80);
this.textBoxSystemStatus.Name = "textBoxSystemStatus";






this.buttonDAQReset.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(344, 16);
this.buttonDAQReset.Name = "buttonDAQReset";
this.buttonDAQReset.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonDAQReset.TabIndex = 94;





this .groupBox4 .Controls .Add(this .textBoxGraph4Name);
this.groupBox4.Controls.Add(this.textBoxGraph3Name);
this.groupBox4.Controls.Add(this.textBoxGraph2Name);












this.groupBox4.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(208, 8);
this.groupBox4.Name = "groupBox4";
this.groupBox4.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(544, 608);
this.groupBox4.TabIndex = 100;
this.groupBox4.TabStop = false;




this.textBoxGraph5Name.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(280, 368);
this-textBoxGraph5Name.Name = "textBoxGraph5Name";






this.textBoxGraph4Name.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(280, 192);
this.textBoxGraph4Name.Name = "textBoxGraph4Name";
this.textBoxGraph4Name.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(104, 20);
this.textBoxGraph4Name.TabIndex = 101;




this.textBoxGraph3Name.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(280, 16);
this .textBoxGraph3Name.Name = " textBoxGraph3Name";






this.textBoxGraph2Name.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 368);
this.textBoxGraph2Name.Name = "textBoxGraph2Name";






this.textBoxGraphlName.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 192);
this.textBoxGraphlName.Name = "textBoxGraphlName";
this.textBoxGraphlName.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(104, 20);







this.textBoxGraph0Name.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxGraphOName.Name = "textBoxGraphOName";















this .groupBoxS .Controls .Add(this .buttonEndPurge);
this.groupBoxS.Controls.Add(this.buttonPurge);
this.groupBox5.Controls.Add(this.buttonLoad);
this.groupBoxs.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(760, 584);
this.groupBoxS.Name = "groupBox5";
this.groupBox5.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(280, 152);
this.groupBox5.TabIndex = 101;
this.groupBox5.TabStop = false;




this.label24.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 64);
this.label24.Name = "label24";
this.label24.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(136, 16);
this.label24.TabIndex = 19;




this.textBoxAutoloaderLatency.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.textBoxAutoloaderLatency.Name = "textBoxAutoloaderLatency";
this.textBoxAutoloaderLatency.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(32, 20);
this.textBoxAutoloaderLatency.TabIndex = 18;
this. textBoxAutoloaderLatency 





this .groupsoxl18.Controls .Add(this .buttonValveClose);
this.groupBoxl8.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(152, 88);
this.groupBoxl8.Name = "groupBoxl8";







this.buttonValveOpen.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.buttonValveOpen.Name = "buttonValveOpen";
this.buttonValveOpen.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonValveOpen.TabIndex = 11;
this.buttonValveOpen.Text = "Valve Open";




this.buttonValveClose.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(64, 16);
this.buttonValveClose.Name = "buttonValveClose";
this.buttonValveClose.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonValveClose.TabIndex = 12;
this.buttonValveClose.Text = "Valve Close";




this.label62.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 112);
this.label62.Name = "label62";
this.label62.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(120, 16);
this.label62.TabIndex = 16;




this.checkBoxOverrideStateCheckTrigger.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 112);
this.checkBoxOverrideStateCheckTrigger.Name = "checkBoxaverrideStateCheckTrigger";





this.label6l.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 128);
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this.label6l.Name = "label6l";
this.label61.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(112, 16);
this.label6l.TabIndex = 14;




this.checkBoxOverrideStateCheck.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 128);
this.checkBoxOverrideStateCheck.Name = "checkBoxOverrideStateCheck";








this.label58.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 96);
this.label58.Name = "label8";
this.label58.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(80, 16);
this.label58.TabIndex = 8;




this.checkBoxAutoLoaderlcm.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 96);
this.checkBoxAutoLoaderlcm.Name = "checkBoxAutoLoaderlcm";






this.buttonEndPurge.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(80, 16);
this.buttonEndPurge.Name = "buttonEndPurge";
this.buttonEndPurge.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 40);
this.buttonEndPurge.TabIndex = 3;
this.buttonEndPurge.Text = "End Purge";




this.buttonPurge.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.buttonPurge.Name = "buttonPurge";
this.buttonPurge.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 40);
this.buttonPurge.TabIndex = 2;
this.buttonPurge.Text = "Purge Cylinder";




this.buttonLoad.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(152, 16);
this.buttonLoad.Name = "buttonLoad";
this.buttonLoad.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 40);
this.buttonLoad.TabIndex = 1;
this.buttonLoad.Text = "Load Cylinder";















this.groupBox6.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 8);
this.groupBox6.Name = "groupBox6";
this.groupBox6.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(192, 144);
this.groupBox6.TabIndex = 0;
this.groupBox6.TabStop = false;




this.label13.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 112);
this.labell3.Name = "labell3";
this.labell3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(88, 16);
this.labell3.TabIndex = 10;





this.textBoxPositionSensorConstant.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 112);
this.textBoxPositionSensorConstant.Name = "textBoxPositionSensorConstant";








this.label8.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 88);
this.label8.Name = "label8";
this.label8.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(104, 24);
this.label8.TabIndex = 8;




this.textBoxPositionTravel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 88);
this.textBoxPositionTravel.Name = "textBoxPositionTravel";






this.label6.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 16);
this.label6.Name = "label6";
this.label6.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 16);
this.label6.TabIndex = 6;




this.textBoxPositionSensorChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxPositionSensorChannel.Name = "textBoxPositionSensorChannel";






this.label5.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 64);
this.labelS.Name = "label5";






this.label4.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 40);
this.label4.Name = "label4";






this.buttonPositionSensorAutoSet.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(136, 16);
this.buttonPositionSensorAutoSet.Name = "buttonPositionSensorAutoSet";
this.buttonPositionSensorAutoSet.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonPositionSensorAutoSet.TabIndex = 2;






this.textBoxPositionSensorMax.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.textBoxPositionSensorMax.Name = "textBoxPositionSensorMax";






this.textBoxPositionSensorMin.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxPositionSensorMin.Name = "textBoxPositionSensorMin";













this.groupBox7.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 152);
this.groupBox7.Name = "groupBox7";
this.groupBox7.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(192, 96);
this.groupBox7.TabIndex = 102;
this.groupBox7.TabStop = false;




this.label20.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 64);
this.label20.Name = "label20";
this.label20.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(80, 16);
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this.label20.TabIndex = 6;




this.textBoxPressureSensorConstant.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.textBoxPressureSensorConstant.Name = "textBoxPressureSensorConstant";






this.buttonPressureSensorZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(136, 16);
this.buttonPressureSensorZeroBias.Name = "buttonPressureSensorZeroBias";
this.buttonPressureSensorZeroBias.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonPressureSensorZeroBias.TabIndex - 4;






this.labell5.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 40);
this.labell5.Name = "labell5";
this.labell5.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 16);
this.labell5.TabIndex = 3;




this.textBoxPressureSensorZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxPressureSensorZeroBias.Name = "textBoxPressureSensorZeroBias";






this.label7.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 16);
this.label7.Name = "label7";
this.label7.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 24);
this.label7.TabIndex = 1;




this.textBoxPressureSensorChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxPressureSensorChannel.Name = "textBoxPressureSensorChannel";












this .groupBoxa .Controls .Add(this .textBoxVoltageMonitorChannel);
this.groupBox8.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 248);
this.groupBox8.Name = "groupBox8";
this.groupBox8.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(192, 96);
this.groupBox8.TabIndex = 103;
this.groupBox8.TabStop = false;




this.label29.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 64);
this.label29.Name = "label29";
this.label29.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 16);
this.label29.TabIndex = 8;




this.textBoxVoltageMonitorConstant.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.textBoxVoltageMonitorConstant.Name = "textBoxVoltageMonitorConstant";






this.buttonVoltageMonitorZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(136, 16);
this.buttonVoltageMonitorZeroBias.Name = "buttonVoltageMonitorZeroBias";
this.buttonVoltageMonitorZeroBias.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonVoltageMonitorZeroBias.Tablndex = 6;







this.label22.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 40);
this.label22.Name = "label22";
this.label22.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 16);
this.label22.Tablndex = 5;




this.textBoxVoltageMonitorZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxVoltageMonitorZeroBias.Name = "textBoxVoltageMonitorZeroBias";






this.label9.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 16);
this.label9.Name = "label9";
this.label9.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 24);
this.label9.TabIndex = 3;




this.textBoxVoltageMonitorChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxVoltageMonitorChannel.Name = "textBoxVoltageMonitorChannel";













this.groupBox9.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 344);
this.groupBox9.Name = "groupBox9";
this.groupBox9.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(192, 104);
this.groupBox9.TabIndex = 104;
this.groupBox9.TabStop = false;




this.label30.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 48);
this.label30.Name = "label30";
this.label30.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 16);
this.label3O.TabIndex = 8;




this.textBoxCurrentMonitorConstant.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 72);
this.textBoxCurrentMonitorConstant.Name = "textBoxCurrentMonitorConstant";






this.buttonCurrentMonitorZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(136, 16);
this.buttonCurrentMonitorZeroBias.Name = "buttonCurrentMonitorZeroBias";
this.buttonCurrentMonitorZeroBias.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonCurrentMonitorZeroBias.TabIndex = 6;






this.label23.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 72);
this.label23.Name = "label23";
this.label23.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 16);
this.label23.TabIndex = 5;




this.textBoxCurrentMonitorZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 48);
this.textBoxCurrentMonitorZeroBias.Name = "textBoxCurrentMonitorZeroBias";





this.labellO.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 24);
this.labellO.Name = "labellO";
this.labellO.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 16);
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this.labellO.TabIndex = 3;




this.textBoxCurrentMonitorChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 20);
this.textBoxCurrentMonitorChannel.Name = "textBoxCurrentMonitorChannel";








this.groupBoxlO.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 448);
this.groupBoxlO.Name = "groupBoxlO";
this.groupBoxlo.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(192, 48);
this.groupBoxlO.TabIndex = 105;
this.groupBoxlO.TabStop = false;




this.labelll.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 16);
this.labelll.Name = "labelll";
this.labelll.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 24);
this.labelll.TabIndex = 3;




this.textBoxDriveMonitorChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxDriveMonitorChannel.Name = "textBoxDriveMonitorChannel";






this.labell9.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(936, 944);
this.labell9.Name = "labell9";
this.labell9.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 16);
this.labell9.TabIndex = 106;
this.labell9.Text = "About";













this.groupBoxll.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 496);
this.groupBoxll.Name = "groupBoxll";
this.groupBoxll.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(192, 120);
this.groupBoxll.TabIndex = 107;
this.groupBoxll.TabStop = false;




this.label28.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 88);
this.label28.Name = "label28";
this.label28.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 24);
this.label28.TabIndex = 11;




this.textBoxForceGaugeForce.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 88);
this.textBoxForceGaugeForce.Name = "textBoxForceGaugeForce";






this.textBoxForceGaugeZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxForceGaugeZeroBias.Name = "textBoxForceGaugeZeroBias";






this.textBoxForceGaugeRating.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.textBoxForceGaugeRating.Name = "textBoxForceGaugeRating";







this.label25.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 16);
this.label25.Name = "label25";
this.label25.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 24);
this.label25.TabIndex = 5;




this.textBoxForceGaugeChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxForceGaugeChannel.Name = "textBoxForceGaugeChannel";






this.buttonLoadCellZeroBias.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(136, 16);
this.buttonLoadCellZeroBias.Name = "buttonLoadCellZeroBias";
this.buttonLoadCellZeroBias.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(48, 32);
this.buttonLoadCellZeroBias.TabIndex = 7;






this.label27.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 40);
this.label27.Name = "label27";
this.label27.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 24);
this.label27.TabIndex = 9;




this.label26.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 64);
this.label26.Name = "label26";
this.label26.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(88, 24);
this.label26.TabIndex = 7;




this.buttonAutoBiasAll.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 696);
this.buttonAutoBiasAll.Name = "buttonAutoBiasAll";
this.buttonAutoBiasAll.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 40);
this.buttonAutoBiasAll.TabIndex = 14;
this.buttonAutoBiasAll.Text = "Auto Bias All";





this .groupBoxl2 .Controls .Add(this .groupBoxl3);
this.groupBoxl2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(760, 8);
this.groupBoxl2.Name = "groupBox12";
this.groupBoxl2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(280, 208);
this.groupBoxl2.TabIndex = 111;
this.groupBox12.TabStop = false;































this.groupBox14.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(104, 16);
this.groupBoxl4.Name = "groupBox14";
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this.label57.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 24);
this.label57.Name = "label57";
this.label57.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(64, 16);
this.label57.TabIndex = 54;




this.label55.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(128, 24);
this.label55.Name = "label55";






this.label38.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 24);
this.label38.Name = "label38";







this.textBoxAIlTransients.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(128, 64);
this.textBoxAIlTransients.Name = "textBoxAllTransients";







this.textBoxAISTransients.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(128, 160);
this.textBoxAISTransients.Name = "textBoxAI5Transients";







this.textBoxAI4Transients.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(128, 136);
this.textBoxAI4Transients.Name = "textBoxAI4Transients";







this.textBoxAI2Transients.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(128, 88);
this.textBoxAI2Transients.Name = "textBoxAl2Transients";







this.textBoxAI3Transients.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(128, 112);
this.textBoxAI3Transients.Name = "textBoxAI3Transients";







this.textBoxAIOTransients.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(128, 40);
this.textBoxAIOTransients.Name = "textBoxAIOTransients";






this.textBoxAIlThreshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.textBoxAIlThreshold.Name = "textBoxAllThreshold";






this.textBoxAI5Threshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 160);
this. textBoxAI5Threshold .Name = "textBoxAI5Threshold";
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this.textBoxAI4Threshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 136);
this.textBoxAI4Threshold.Name = "textBoxAI4Threshold";





this.textBoxAI2Threshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 88);
this.textBoxAI2Threshold.Name = "textBoxAI2Threshold";






this.textBoxAI3Threshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 112);
this.textBoxAI3Threshold.Name = "textBoxAI3Threshold";






this.textBoxAIOThreshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxAIOThreshold.Name = "textBoxAIOThreshold";






this.label49.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(64, 160);
this.label49.Name = "label49";
this.label49.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label49.TabIndex = 39;






this.checkBoxAISThreshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 160);
this.checkBoxAI5Threshold.Name = "checkBoxAI5Threshold";






this.label5O.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(64, 136);
this.labelSO.Name = "label5O";
this.labelSO.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label5O.TabIndex = 37;




this.label5l.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(64, 112);
this.label51.Name = "label51";
this.label5l.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label5l.TabIndex = 35;






this.checkBoxAI4Threshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 136);
this.checkBoxAI4Threshold.Name = "checkBoxAI4Threshold";






this.label52.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(64, 88);
this.label52.Name = "label52";
this.label52.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label52.TabIndex = 33;






this.checkBoxAI2Threshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 88);
this.checkBoxAl2Threshold.Name = "checkBoxAI2Threshold";







this.label53.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(64, 64);
this.label53.Name = "labelS3";
this.label53.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label53.TabIndex = 31;






this.checkBoxAI3Threshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 112);
this.checkBoxAI3Threshold.Name = "checkBoxAI3Threshold";






this.label54.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(64, 40);
this.label54.Name = "label54";
this.label54.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label54.TabIndex = 29;






this.checkBoxAIOThreshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 40);
this.checkBoxAIOThreshold.Name = "checkBoxAIOThreshold";








this.checkBoxAIlThreshold.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(48, 64);
this.checkBoxAIlThreshold.Name = "checkBoxAlIThreshold";










this .groupBoxl3 .Controls .Add(this .label43);








this.groupBoxl3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.groupBoxl3.Name = "groupBoxl3";
this.groupBoxl3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(96, 184);
this.groupBoxl3.TabIndex = 44;
this.groupBoxl3.TabStop = false;




this.label56.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.label56.Name = "label56";
this.label56.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 16);
this.label56.TabIndex = 28;




this.label4l.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 88);
this.label4l.Name = "label4l";
this.label4l.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label4l.TabIndex = 17;






this.checkBoxAI2Avg.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 88);
this.checkBoxAI2Avg.Name = "checkBoxAI2Avg";









this.checkBoxAIOAvg.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.checkBoxAIOAvg.Name = "checkBoxAIOAvg";






this.label43.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 136);
this.label43.Name = "label43";
this.label43.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label43.TabIndex = 21;






this.checkBoxAI4Avg.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 136);
this.checkBoxAI4Avg.Name = "checkBoxAI4Avg";






this.label42.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 112);
this.label42.Name = "label42";
this.label42.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label42.TabIndex = 19;






this.checkBoxAI3Avg.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 112);
this.checkBoxAI3Avg.Name = "checkBoxAI3Avg";






this.label39.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 40);
this.label39.Name = "label39";
this.label39.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label39.TabIndex = 13;






this.checkBoxAIlAvg.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.checkBoxAIlAvg.Name = "checkBoxAI1Avg";






this.label40.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 64);
this.label40.Name = "label40";
this.label40.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label40.TabIndex = 15;




this.label44.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(24, 160);
this.label44.Name = "label44";
this.label44.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(56, 16);
this.label44.TabIndex = 23;






this.checkBoxAI5Avg.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 160);
this.checkBoxAI5Avg.Name = "checkBoxAI5Avg";










this.groupBoxl5.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 616);
this.groupBoxl5.Name = "groupBoxl5";
this.groupBoxl5.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(192, 72);
this.groupBoxl5.TabIndex = 112;
this.groupBoxl5.TabStop = false;




this.labell2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 16);
this.labell2.Name = "labell2";
this.labell2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(96, 16);
this.labell2.TabIndex = 7;




this.textBoxFiringTriggerChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxFiringTriggerChannel.Name = "textBoxFiringTriggerChannel";
this.textBoxFiringTriggerChannel.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(40, 20);
this.textBoxFiringTriggerChannel.TabIndex = 6;




this.textBoxAutoloaderTriggerChannel.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxAutoloaderTriggerChannel.Name = "textBoxAutoloaderTriggerChannel";






this.labell6.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(56, 40);
this.labell6.Name = "labell6";
this.labell6.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(120, 16);
this.labell6.TabIndex = 7;




this.label3l.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(80, 688);
this.label3l.Name = "label3l";
this.label3l.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(120, 16);
this.label3l.TabIndex = 113;




this.label32.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(80, 704);
this.label32.Name = "label32";
this.label32.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(120, 32);
this.label32.TabIndex = 114;












this.groupBox2l.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(616, 616);
this.groupBox2l.Name = "groupBox2l";
this.groupBox2l.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(136, 120);
this.groupBox2l.TabIndex = 115;
this.groupBox2l.TabStop = false;




this.label48.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(80, 88);
this.label48.Name = "label48";







this.textBoxFeedbackDrive.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 88);
this.textBoxFeedbackDrive.Name = "textBoxFeedbackDrive";
this.textBoxFeedbackDrive.Readonly = true;







this.label47.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(40, 40);
this.label47.Name = "label47";
this.label47.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(80, 16);
this.label47.TabIndex = 6;





this.textBoxSoftwareFeedbackGain.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 16);
this.textBoxSoftwareFeedbackGain.Name = "textBoxSoftwareFeedbackGain";
this.textBoxSoftwareFeedbackGain.ReadOnly = true;






this.label36.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(40, 64);
this.label36.Name = "label36";
this.label36.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(72, 16);
this.label36.TabIndex = 4;





this.textBoxTotalFeedbackGain.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 64);
this.textBoxTotalFeedbackGain.Name = "textBoxTotalFeedbackGain";
this.textBoxTotalFeedbackGain.ReadOnly = true;






this.label35.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(40, 16);
this.label35.Name = "label35";
this.label35.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(80, 16);
this.label35.TabIndex = 2;





this.textBoxHardwareFeedbackGain.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 40);
this.textBoxHardwareFeedbackGain.Name = "textBoxHardwareFeedbackGain";
this.textBoxHardwareFeedbackGain.ReadOnly = true;















this.label63.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(88, 64);
this.label63.Name = "label63";







this.AutoScaleBaseSize = new System.Drawing.Size(5, 13);































































Form form = new Forml();







private void buttonSaveSettingsClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
saveFormConfig);










private void textBoxOutputFileCounterTextChanged(object sender, System.EventArgs e)







private void StartClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
bool ovr;
ovr = checkBox0verrideStateCheck.Checked;
if ((cylinderState == 0) [[ ovr)
fire);
else if (cylinderState != 0)
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fault()
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Cylinder not loaded / cylinder uninitialized";
private void buttonSetBiasClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
setCurrentDriveOutputBias();
}
private void buttonPurgeClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
purgeCylinder));
private void buttonEndPurge_Click(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
endPurgeCylinder();
private void buttonPositionSensorAutoSetClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
positionSensorAutoRange();
}
private void buttonLoadClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
if (cylinderState == 1 11 (checkBoxOverrideStateCheck.CheckState ==
System.Windows.Forms.CheckState.Checked))
loadCylinder();
else if (cylinderState != 1)
fault);
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Cylinder loaded / cylinder uninitialized";
private void buttonAutoBiasClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
setDriveOutputZeroBias();
private void buttonPressureSensorZeroBiasClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
setPressureSensorZeroBias();
private void labell9_Click(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
messageBox.Show("Norwood Abbey NFI Injector Control vl.3, Brian Hemond, 2005");
private void buttonHomePistonClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
homePiston();
private void buttonVoltageMonitorZeroBiasClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
setVoltageMonitorZeroBias();
private void buttonLoadCellZeroBiasClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
setForceGaugeZeroBias();
private void buttonCurrentMonitorZeroBiasClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
setCurrentMonitorZeroBias);
private void buttonAutoBiasAllClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)






private void buttonResetErrorClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
clearFault();
private void buttonValveCloseClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
string moduleName = "Valve Close";
DAQWriteAO(autoloaderOutputChannel, 0.0, moduleName);
private void buttonValveOpenClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
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string moduleName = "Valve Open";
DAQWriteAO(autoloaderOutputChannel, 5.0, moduleName);
private void buttonEmergencyStopClick(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Emergency Stop!";
fault();
private void checkBoxOverrideStateCheckCheckedChanged(object sender, System.EventArgs e)





if (checkBoxoverrideStateCheck.CheckState == System.Windows.Forms.CheckState.Unchecked)
if (cylinderState == 2)
buttonStart.Enabled = false;
buttonLoad.Enabled = false;
if (cylinderState == 1)
buttonStart.Enabled = false;
//

































positionSensorMax = DAQRead AI (positionSensorChannel, moduleName);
textBoxPositionSensorMax.Text = Convert.ToString(positionSensorMax);
DAQWriteAO (driveoutputChannel, -0.1, moduleName);
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
positionSensorMin = DAQRead_AI (positionSensorChannel, moduleName);
textBoxPositionSensorMin.Text = Convert.ToString(positionSensorMin);
DAQWriteAO (driveOutputChannel, driveOutputChannelZeroBias, moduleName);





string moduleName = "Pressure Sensor Zero Bias";
double voltage;




string moduleName = "Voltage Monitor Zero Bias"
double voltage;




string moduleName = "Current Monitor Zero Bias";
double voltage;




string moduleName = "Force Gauge Zero Bias";
double voltage;




string moduleName = "Auto Bias";
short timeout;
double bias, voltage;
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Calculating amplifier zero bias";
bias = 0.0;
DAQ_WriteAO(driveOutputChannel, 0.0, moduleName);
for (timeout = 0; timeout > 1000; timeout++)
voltage = DAQ_ReadAI (voltageMonitorChannel, moduleName); //voltage = current
return from monitor, want to be 0
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(100);
if ((voltage > -0.01) && (voltage < 0.01)) break;
if (voltage > 0.0) bias = bias - 0.001;
else if (voltage < 0.0) bias = bias + 0.001;
DAQWrite AO(driveOutputChannel, bias, moduleName);
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(100);
if (timeout > 1000)
fault();





string moduleName = "Set Bias";
driveOutputChannelZeroBias = double.Parse(textBoxDriveOutputZeroBias.Text);
DAQWriteAO (driveOutputChannel, driveOutputChannelZeroBias, moduleName);
private void homePiston()
string moduleName = "Home Piston";
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Returning piston to zero point";
DAQWrite AO(driveOutputChannel, -0.1, moduleName);
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
DAQ_Write AO (driveOutputChannel, driveOutputChannelZeroBias, moduleName);
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Ready...";
private void loadCylinder()





double drivePower = -0.03;
double positionTolerance = 0.01;
int latency;
short moveTimeout = 0;
short loadTimeout = 0;
bool resumeThread;
//MUST SHUT DOWN POSITION FEEDBACK THREAD IF IT IS RUNNING
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resumeThread = false;
if (systemMonitorThread.ThreadState == System.Threading.ThreadState.Running)
systemMonitorThread.Suspend();
resumeThread = true;
if (systemMonitorThread.ThreadState == System.Threading.ThreadState.Running) fault();
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Autoloading";
latency = int.Parse(textBoxAutoloaderLatency.Text);
driveEndVoltage = double.Parse(textBoxPositionSensorMin.Text) + 0.01; //always drive to
initial achievable ref




currentVoltage = DAQRead AI (positionSensorChannel, moduleName);
driveToVoltage = currentVoltage;
//wait for pressure to build through autoloader lines
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
while (true)
while (currentVoltage > driveToVoltage)
DAQWriteAO(driveOutputChannel, drivePower, moduleName);
previousVoltage = currentVoltage;
currentVoltage = DAQReadAI (positionSensorChannel, moduleName);
if (previousVoltage - positionTolerance <= currentVoltage) //i.e.
piston hasn't movied
moveTimeout++;
if (moveTimeout > 10)
drivePower = drivePower - 0.01;
moveTimeout = 0;










if (currentVoltage <= driveEndVoltage) break; //end case
drivePower = -0.03;
driveToVoltage = driveToVoltage - 0.01;














cylinderState = 0; //(0 = ready, 1 = fired, 2 = uninitialized);
buttonStart.Enabled = true;
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Ready...";
//Set reference for posit monitor thread
referencePositionVoltage = DAQReadAI(positionSensorChannel, moduleName);
//Restart thread if necessary
if (resumeThread == true) systemMonitorThread.Resume(;
private void purgeCylinder)
string moduleName = "Purge";
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Purging...";






string moduleName = "End Purge";
DAQWrite AO(autoloaderOutputChannel, 0.0, moduleName);






string moduleName = "Firing";
//variables used in thread control
bool resumeThread;
//variables used in saving data
string outputFileCounter;
string AlFilename;





short [] aiDataBuffer = new short[6000];
short [] aiChannelsList = new short[6];
bool [J aiChannelOnList = new bool[6];
short [1 aiGainsList = new short[6];
short [] aiChannelGainValue = new short[6];
string [ aiChannelNameList = new string [6];
double [] aiChannelScaleFactor = new double [6];
double [] aiChannelZeroBias = new double [8];
//variables used in waveform generation
string input;
uint wfmBufferArraySize;
double [] wfmReadFileBuffer = new double[100];
double [I wfmVoltBuffer = new double[100];
short [ wfmBinaryVoltBuffer = new short[100];
short [ wfmChannelsList = new short[1];
//variables used in data output
double [J plotdata = new double[6000];
double [J ChanneloData = new double[1000];
double [] ChannellData = new double[1000J;
double [1 Channel2Data = new double[1000];
double [] Channel3Data = new double[1000];
double [] Channel4Data = new double[1000];
double [] Channel5Data = new double[1000];
double timeindex;
double [] threshold = new double[6];
resumeThread = false;



























---- -, - , - - - - I I I a aa& - -24M
autoloaderOutputChannel = 1;
for (i=0; i<6000; i++)
plotdata[i] = 0.0;
for (i=O; i <= 5; i++)






aiChannelNameList [voltageMonitorChannel = "Voltage";
aiChannelNameList[currentmonitorChannel] = "Current";
aiChannelNameList [driveMonitorChannel] = "Drive";



















//This section sets up Analog Input Channels 0-5
//They are configured for bipolar differential input, software start
// no pretrigger, no double buffering
//
for (i=0; i<6; i++)
daqStatus = nidaq.AI_Configure(daqChannel, i, 0, 0, 0);
if (daqStatus != 0)
trigger, internal
MessageBox.Show("Analog Input Configure Fail");
textBoxDAQErrorCode.Text = Convert.ToString(daqStatus);
return;
daqStatus = nidaq.DAQConfig(daqChannel, 0, 0); //software start trigger, internal clock
if (daqStatus != 0)
MessageBox.Show("DAQ Configure Fail (1)");
textBoxDAQErrorCode.Text = Convert.ToString(daqStatus);
return;
daqStatus = nidaq.DAQ_StopTriggerConfig(daqChannel, 0, 0); //disable pretrigger mode
if (daqStatus != 0)
MessageBox.Show("DAQ Configure Fail (2)");
textBoxDAQErrorCode.Text = Convert.ToString(daqStatus);
return;
daqStatus = nidaq.DAQDB_Config(daqChannel, 0); //disable double buffering
if (daqStatus != 0)
MessageBox.Show("DAQ Configure Fail (3)");
textBoxDAQErrorCode.Text = Convert.ToString(daqStatus);
return;
daqStatus = nidaq.SCANSetup(daqChannel, aiNumberOfChannelsActive, aiChannelsList,











StreamReader AOStream = new StreamReader(textBoxAOFileName.Text);
while ((input = AOStream.ReadLineo) != null)
if (input == null) break;
if (i >= 90) break;
wfmVoltBuffer[i] = Convert.ToDouble(input);
i++;
if (switch3.Value == true)
//pressure drop assist switch ON, 1 negative value wfm
wfmVoltBuffer[i] = -1 * wfmVoltBuffer[i-1;
i++;






daqStatus = nidaq.WFMScale(daqChannel, 0, wfmBufferArraySize, 1.0, wfmVoltBuffer,
wfmBinaryVoltBuf fer);
if (daqStatus != 0)










if (systemMonitorThread.ThreadState == System.Threading.ThreadState.Running)
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Threading fault, firing aborted!";
return;
//
//This statement begins the Analog Input scan sequence using the parameters defined above
//
daqStatus=nidaq.SCANStart(daqChannel, aiDataBuffer, aiTotalNumberOfSamples, 1, 10, 2,
aiScanIntervalMultiplier);





//This statement begins the Analog Output waveform generation using the parameters
defined above
//
daqStatus = nidaq.WFMGroupControl(daqChannel, 1, 1);






//ScanStart begins a new thread. Keep this thread idle for a little while to make sure
the scan completes
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(500);
//Clear the DAQ device
daqStatus = nidaq.WFM GroupControl(daqChannel, 1, 0);
if (daqStatus != 0)




daqStatus = nidaq.DAQClear (daqChannel);
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//Post process the Analog Input data. Demultiplex the array, convert binary to voltage
values. Graph the




if (daqStatus != 0)




daqStatus = nidaq.DAQVScale(daqChannel, 0, 1, 1.00, 0.00, aiTotalNumberOfSamples,
aiDataBuffer, plotdata);
if (daqStatus != 0)











double [I RawOData = new double(aiDataPointsPerChannel];
double [) RawlData = new double~aiDataPointsPerChannel];
double [] Raw2Data = new double[aiDataPointsPerChannell;
double [] Raw3Data = new double[aiDataPointsPerChannell;
double [] Raw4Data = new double(aiDataPointsPerChannel);
double [] Raw5Data = new double[aiDataPointsPerChannel];
double [] GraphOData = new double~aiDataPointsPerChannel);
double [2 GraphiData = new double[aiDataPointsPerChannell;
double [] Graph2Data = new double[aiDataPointsPerChannel];
double [] Graph3Data = new double[aiDataPointsPerChannel];
double [] Graph4Data = new double[aiDataPointsPerChannel];
double [] Graph5Data = new double[aiDataPointsPerChannel];







GraphOData[i) = (RawOData[i] - aiChannelZeroBias[0) / aiChannelScaleFactor[0];
GraphbData[i) = (RawlData[i] - aiChannelZeroBias[l]) / aiChannelScaleFactor[l];
Graph2Data~i) = (Raw2Data[i) - aiChannelZeroBias[2]) / aiChannelScaleFactor[2];
Graph3Data~i] = (Raw3Data[i] - aiChannelZeroBias[3]) / aiChannelScaleFactor[3];
Graph4Datafi] = (Raw4Data[il - aiChannelZeroBias[4)) / aiChannelScaleFactor[4];
Graph5Data[i] = (Raw5Data[i - aiChannelZeroBias[5) / aiChannelScaleFactor[5);
for(i=2; i<aiDataPointsPerChannel; i++)
if (checkBoxAIOThreshold.Checked == true) if (GraphoData~i] > threshold[0]
GraphOData[i] < -threshold[0])
GraphOData~i] = ((GraphOData[i-1] - GraphOData[i-2])/2) + Graph0Data[i-1];
transients[0]++;
if (checkBoxAIlThreshold.Checked == true) if (GraphlData[i] > threshold[l] II
GraphlData[i] < -threshold[l])








if (checkBoxAI2Threshold.Checked == true) if (Graph2Data[i] > threshold[2]
Graph2Data[i] = ((Graph2Data[i-1] - Graph2Data[i-2])/2) + Graph2Data[i-1];
transients[2)++;
if (checkBoxAI3Threshold.Checked == true) if (Graph3Data[i] > threshold[3 jj
Graph3Data[i] = ((Graph3Data[i-l1 - Graph3Data[i-2])/2) + Graph3Data[i-1];
transients[3]++;
if (checkBoxAI4Threshold.Checked == true) if (Graph4Data[i] > threshold[4]
Graph4Data[i] = ((Graph4Data[i-1] - Graph4Data[i-2])/2) + Graph4Data[i-1];
transients[4]++;
if (checkBoxAI5Threshold.Checked == true) if (Graph5Data[i] > threshold[5)















GraphOData[i+l] + GraphOData~i{ +
GraphlData[i+1] + GraphlData[i] +
Graph2Data[i+l] + Graph2Data[i] +
Graph3Data[i+l] + Graph3Data[i] +
Graph4Data[i+l] + Graph4Data[i] +
Graph5Data[i+lJ + GraphSData[iJ
if (checkBoxAIOAvg.Checked == true)
GraphOData[i-1] + Graph0Data[i-2]) / 5;
if (checkBoxAIlAvg.Checked == true)
GraphlData[i-l] + GraphlData[i-2]) / 5;
if (checkBoxAI2Avg.Checked == true)
Graph2Data[i-1] + Graph2Data[i-2]) / 5;
if (checkBoxAI3Avg.Checked == true)
Graph3Data[i-1] + Graph3Data[i-2]) / 5;
if (checkBoxAI4Avg.Checked == true)
Graph4Data[i-1] + Graph4Data[i-2]) / 5;
if (checkBoxAI5Avg.Checked == true)
Graph5Data[i-1] + Graph5Data[i-2]) / 5;
Graph0Data[i] = (Graph0Data[i+2] +
GraphlData[i] = (GraphlData[i+2] +
Graph2Data[i] = (Graph2Data[i+2] +
Graph3Data[i) = (Graph3Data[i+2 +
Graph4Data[i = (Graph4Data[i+2] +




















//This section writes the Analog Input data to a .csv (comma separated values) file that
// in Microsoft Excel. If the Write to File box is checked, the file is written with a
// unique file name.
//
if (checkBoxWriteAIToFile.Checked)
StreamWriter savedata = File.CreateText(AIFilename);
savedata.WriteLine("Data file generated at {0}",System.DateTime.Now);
savedata.Write("Waveform:,");



















for (i=0; i<6; i++)
savedata.Write("{ 0},", aiChannelNameList[i]);
for (i=0; i<6; i++)
savedata.Write ("Scaled {0), ", aiChannelNameList [iJ);
savedata.WriteLine));
timeindex = 0;



















textBoxAIOutputFilename.Text = "data" + outputFileCounter + ".csv";
saveFormConfigo;
//End process, reset controls etc. for next run
//
//set new piston reference point, restart control loop thread
referencePositionVoltage = DAQ_Read AI(positionSensorChannel, moduleName);
if (resumeThread == true) systemMonitorThread.Resume);
//reset cylinder state locks
cylinderState = 1; //(0 = ready, 1 = fired, 2 = uninitialized);
if (checkBoxOverrideStateCheck.CheckState == System.Windows.Forms.CheckState.Checked)
buttonStart.Enabled = true;
else buttonStart.Enabled = false;
//finally, say system ready
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Ready...";
private void fault)
// disables firing / autoloading buttons until reset






DAQWriteAO (driveOutputChannel, driveOutputChannelZeroBias, moduleName);
DAQWrite AO(autoloaderOutputChannel, 0.0, moduleName);











//high level DAQ functions with error traps
//
private unsafe double DAQRead_AI(short sensorChannel, string callingModule)
double voltage = 0.0;
daqStatus = nidaq.AIVRead(daqChannel, sensorChannel, 1, &voltage);
if (daqStatus != 0)
fault();




private unsafe void DAQWriteAO(short channel, double voltage, string callingModule)
daqStatus = nidaq.AOVWrite(daqChannel, channel, voltage);
if (daqStatus != 0)
fault();























textBoxHardwareFeedbackGain .Text = Convert. ToString (hardwareGain);
textBoxTotalFeedbackGain.Text = Convert.ToString(softwareGain * hardwareGain);
driveLimit = 0.02;
while(true)
firingTriggerVoltage = DAQRead AI(firingTriggerChannel, moduleName);
autoloaderTriggerVoltage = DAQRead AI (autoloaderTriggerChannel, moduleName);
currentPositionVoltage = DAQRead AI (positionSensorChannel, moduleName);
if (systemMonitorMode == 1 1| systemMonitorMode == 3)
positionError = currentPositionVoltage - referencePositionVoltage;
if (positionError > positionTolerance [ positionError < -
positionTolerance)
DAQWrite AO(driveOutputChannel, 0.0, moduleName);
ledPositionFault.Value = true;
Sounds.warn(;
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Excessive piston motion, air
warning!";
switch2.Value = false;
driveOutputChannelZeroBias = -1 * positionError * softwareGain;
textBoxFeedbackDrive.Text =
Convert.ToString(driveOutputChannelZeroBias);
if (driveOutputChannelZeroBias > driveLimit
driveOutputChannelZeroBias < -driveLimit)
DAQWrite AO(driveOutputChannel, 0.0, moduleName);
ledPositionFault.Value = true;
Sounds.warn);






if (systemMonitorMode == 2 11 systemMonitorMode == 3)
if (firingTriggerVoltage > 4.0)




else if (cylinderState != 0)
fault();
textBoxSystemStatus.Text "Cylinder
not loaded / cylinder uninitialized";
if (autoloaderTriggerVoltage > 4.0)




else if (cylinderState != 1)
fault();
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Cylinder loaded /
cylinder uninitialized";
private void switchlStateChanged(object sender, NationalInstruments.UI.ActionEventArgs e)
if (switchl.Value == true)
ledArmed.Value = true;
if (systemMonitorMode == 1)
systemMonitorMode = 3;
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Armed!! / Position Assist On";
else
systemMonitorMode = 2; //0 = off, 1 = position only, 2 = trigger
only, 3 = both)
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Armed! !!";
if (systemMonitorThread.ThreadState ==
System.Threading.ThreadState.Unstarted) systemMonitorThread.Start();
else if (systemMonitorThread.ThreadState ==
System.Threading.ThreadState.Suspended) systemMonitorThread.Resume();
else textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Thread Start Fault...";
if (switchl.Value == false)
ledArmed.Value = false;
if (systemMonitorMode == 3)
systemMonitorMode = 1;
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Position Assist On";
else
systemMonitorMode = 0; //0 = off, 1 = position only, 2 = trigger




else textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Thread Stop Fault...";
private void switch2_StateChanged(object sender, NationalInstruments.UI.ActionEventArgs e)
string moduleName = "FBControlSwitch";
if (switch2.Value == true)
ledPosition.Value = true;
if (ledPositionFault.Value == true) ledPositionFault.Value = false;
referencePositionVoltage = DAQReadAI (positionSensorChannel, moduleName);
if (systemMonitorMode == 2)
systemMonitorMode = 3;
textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Position Assist On / Armed!!!";
else
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textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Position Assist On";
systemMonitorMode = 1; //0 = off, 1 = position only, 2 = trigger
only, 3 = both)
if (systemMonitorThread.ThreadState ==
System.Threading.ThreadState.Unstarted) systemMonitorThread.Start();
else if (systemMonitorThread.ThreadState ==
System.Threading.ThreadState.Suspended) systemMonitorThread.Resume();
else textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Thread Start Fault...";
if (switch2.Value == false)
ledPosition.Value = false;




systemMonitorMode = 0; //0 = off, 1 = position only, 2 = trigger




else textBoxSystemStatus.Text = "Thread Stop Fault...";
private void switch3_StateChanged(object sender, NationalInstruments.UI.ActionEventArgs e)
if (switch3.Value == true)
ledPressure.Value = true;




Appendix D: Switchmode Amplifier Firmware Source
Code
Source code in Intel MCS-51 format assembly language
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FILE: firmware main.asm
DESCRIPTION: This code is the "amplifier emulator" firmware for the
Norwood Abbey Lorentz-force NFI project Class-D amplifier. The
amplifier, when running this code, emulates a linear amplifier.
Signals are input on AINO, through the input network, bypassing
the analog MUX, and output on the final amplifier stage.
REVISION: vl.5
HARDWARE: uC Core Board vl.3, Amplifier board vl.4








NEGOUTSHDBIT EQU P1.6 ;SETTING THIS BIT SHUTS DOWN NEGATIVE STAGE
NEGOUTOUT_BIT EQU P1.4 ;SETTING THIS BIT GROUNDS THE NEGATIVE STAGE, CLEARING BRINGS IT HIGH
NEGOUTCTRL BYTE EQU CCAPM1
NEGOUTDATABYTE EQU CCAPIH
POSOUTSHDBIT EQU P1.5 ;SETTING THIS BIT SHUTS DOWN POSITIVE STAGE
POSOUTOUTBIT EQU P1.3 ;SETTING THIS BIT GROUNDS THE POSITIVE STAGE, CLEARING BRINGS IT HIGH
POSOUTCTRL_BYTE EQU CCAPMO

















R7, #OOH ;DIRECTS NEXT INSTRUCTION TO READ CHANNEL 0


































E DPTR AS INDEX TO WAVEFORM TABLE
;USE RO AS INDEX VARIABLE



































;TURN OFF POSITIVE CHANNEL
;TURN ON NEGATIVE CHANNEL, PWM MODE
CLR OUTPUTSHUTDOWN
SETB OUTPUT-POLARITY





MOV POSOUTCTRLBYTE, #42H ;TURN ON POSITIVE CHANNEL, PWM MODE
MOV RO, #OFFH
_POSITIVECHANNELONLOOP:


































;SET PCA NO IDLE, NO WATCHDOG, CLOCK = FP/2




READS SINGLE CHANNEL OF ON-CHIP ANALOG-DIGIAL CONVERTER
STALLS CPU UNTIL CONVERSION COMPLETE
INPUT: CHANNEL TO BE READ IN R7 (BINARY)




















;MASK OUT CONVERSION COMPLETE BIT
SUBROUTINE CONFIGUREADC
SETS UP PORT I MASK
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TURNS A/D CONVERTER ON





MOV ADCON, #20 ;ENABLE ADC, *NOT* IN PSEUDO IDLE MODE
RET
SUBROUTINE CONFIGURECLOCK
SETS CPU FOR X2 MODE










DESTROYS: DPTR, A, RO, Rl, R2
_POST:
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OOH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTLONGWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OFFH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTLONGWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OOH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTLONGWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OFFH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OOH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OFFH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OOH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OFFH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OOH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OFFH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OOH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OFFH
MOVX @DPTR, A
LCALL _POSTSHORTWAIT
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MOV DPTR, #OFEOOH
MOV A, #OOH
MOVX @DPTR, A
RET
_POSTLONGWAIT:
MOV RO, #08H
_POSTLONGWAITLOOPO:
MOV RI, #OFFH
_POSTLONGWAITLOOPI:
MOV R2, #OFFH
POSTLONGWAITLOOP2:
DJNZ R2, POSTLONGWAITLOOP2
DJNZ RI, POSTLONGWAITLOOP1
DJNZ RO, POSTLONGWAITLOOPO
RET
_POSTSHORTWAIT:
MOV RO, #02H
_POSTSHORTWAITLOOPO:
MOV RI, #OFFH
_POSTSHORTWAITLOOP1:
MOV R2, #OFFH
POSTSHORTWAITLOOP2:
DJNZ R2, POSTSHORTWAITLOOP2
DJNZ R1, POSTSHORTWAITLOOPI
DJNZ RO, POSTSHORTWAITLOOPO
RET
WAVEFORM: DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB QDOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB ODOH
DB OOH
;---------------------------------------------------------------------
END-OF-FILE
END
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